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VOL. XXIII NO. 120

PADUCAH. KY.. TUESDAY'EVENING. MAY 19, 1908

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

FARMERS' UNION I Mayfield in Predicament With No MILITIA COMPANY Maiden Name of Mrs. Gunness is DRASTIC POWERS
WILUHANDLE ALL Light and No Water-Efforts Being TO BE ORGANIZED Found on Village Records,Where OF CENSORSHIP
ITS OWN TOBACCO Made to Get Plants Back in Shape BY PADUCAH BOYS She Was Born-Two More Missing FOR DEPARTMENT
Meeting Here Saturday to Dim Two Colored Boys Drava in
cuss Plans for Taking Care
Back Water Opposite Smithof Products This Season.
land-Woman Strangles to
Death.
Three Hundred Locals Will
be Itepre4ented.

Fifty-Three Volunteer to
NOTHING KNOWN
Company and
OF HARRY VANE'S
Sign Application.
EARLY HISTORY Murray Will Have Company

Join Coroner

Infantry

Completes

GOOD COLLECTOR
Mails to
WAS RUSSELL IF
Seditious Papers.
CHARGE IS TRUE Bob Taylor Makes His Debut

inquests'

and Finds Body of One is
That of Some Strange
Woman.
I

Postmaster General Given An
thority to Forbid

Mayfield; Ky.. May 19. (Special )
Laporte. Ind., May
of Fifty Men.
19 -Sheriff
- Without a drop of water In reserve
Smutzer received word of two meta
Nothing new has been learned by
Mayfield is in a prodk-aim.nt today.
Collecting three times for a job of
men miswing, believed to be Mrs. Gunwhile Hie officers of the Marflehl VVa- Coroner Frank Baker or Fred Roth
nu-se' victlens. Both were Wisconsin painting was the way that Dan RusTHE oltGANIZATIoN IS GHOWING ttv anti Light (torn-pithy no straining
about the life ot Harry Vane, who NEED SOLDIERS IN PUR4111ASE men. The grand jury is still Investi- sell, a painter. It is alleged thought ROASTS
IDSPIDBLD'AN
PARTX
every effort to repair the unit-age done Sas found dead Sunday
•
the beet plan to get rich in a hurry,
evening near
gating.
by the nre. People, who have cisterns .Thompson's mill with a knife stab in
but instead 'he-has been arrested on
are enueh sought after. wed there Is his neck. although
two charges for obtaining money by
many hundred
Mrs. Gunm.sh• Family.
Tobacto eras grown by Ittleibb(Ts suMelent Wat..1- to
A•pplication
the
organization
for
of
prevent actual sat- papers and books have been gone
Washington, May 19 -The conof th.• Fainters' Unioni file year will , rt,,,,fts.
Trondhjem, Norway, May 19.- falee-pretenstes. E. %V. Brittaln took
bet the danger of fire and thel through. without finding one lettersor a company of milltbt in Padueah has
51 eontract to paint a hOttlie of Mrs, ference cotionittee
derided on an
certainly he handled by that
Brynhild
Poulsdatter
was
the
maiden
been
forwarded to the adjutant genComillISS.:neierittlr - for ck.essIve economy make• ansthing of his past life.
Vane was
V. J. McCutcheon In Rowlandtown. amendment to the postoMee approt on, according to eleteneetts from od
the tome feel the lofts of the plants. • with the Cosmopolitan shows for 14ieral at Frantfort. The application name of Mrs. Gunness, according to snd Russell was
hired to do thge work. priation bill, giving the postmaster
sftsa 04 the Inkinli II" to handle the
' Word reached here today that Act- - months, yet employes of the show,contains 33 names. Only 4S are neg. authorities of the village of Selbe. For his services
Brittain paid bier. general power to censor the press,
She was born In 1859 and left Nortobareo crop t4 its Inenil'crs• will b" ltix Manager M. C.
essary.
All
those,
whose
apnames
Foos of the Pactu-: say the> never knew anything of
way 30 years ago. Her last sister $S.60, but it. is sufmosed Russell throw out of the mails a9y papers
the prituapal eubject discussed wet
pear,
voluntarily
signed
the applicarah 1.1 hi and Power contemns. today Vane's past life.
A telegram was
died Friday. The police are convinced thought this was not enough and he whose editorials he does not like.
Saturday In the--state convention to be
repaired and shipmd to Mayfield an.sent to elsop" Baldwin. manager of eon and not one was solIcited to join.
collected $2•.60 from Mrs. McCue:h- Postmasters may class as indecent
has not returned to Norway.
hi Id in this city. - If the one day
she
First-elass material Is represented,
extra engine, owned by Ilia
em; for the work. After BrIttain had any matter which, in his judgment,
sompaPY- t an animal show In Chicago, and he
nut rufficegnt• time -to dtsporie of their
for 111,1 lila-fly eld Water and Light,answered-that he knew Vane wee,!several former regte*r aemy men berelated the bower of the First Chris- incites to arson, murder or assassina.
bueleess, the state encetaie of the „mimoy.
The Inquests.
.,. generator has been stel but knew nothing of his birthplace'ing on the roll, and they will assist
lain owed hint. Russell Is a yocing dote
FavencerS Unites may hold over tu ,cured
Laporte,
had,.
greatly
May
in
19.
-The
drilling
"igthward
ausquads."
from another eity and with the or relatives. The news of his death
went before the committee of the
aumlay or SliondeSs
al
length.. from Padueah, the Mayfield has been sent to theatrical journals.I The state authorities have been par- topsy held on the bodies of the seven chart*, and on an
"Fiddling Bob's" Debut.
alleged order he
unidentified
dead exhumed from Mrs.
R L. Barnett, state organiser of company expects to be furnishing,and it Is believed that when some ticularly anxious to irt a company in
secnred $2.G-0, which he asserted BritWashington. May, 19.---"Fiddling
the gursedests resole son
yerserday ilight to the citizens by next Saturday.relatives see the announcement they the Purchase, Mace the May
com- Gunness' "private burial ground" is Gan owed him.
•Russell is a young Bob" Taylor, of Tennessee, made his
completed and revealed the fact that
fee Greyegrn county on business; cenpany
disbanded
the
trouble
and
will
write.
broke
Died Suddenly.
man, but has been in trouble before. debut in the senate today. He saida
pretest well tbs tuovenesnt. He will
out In (Salk:sway. There is not a com- one of the seven was a female. This
Mayfield. Ky.. May IS. (Special 1
It Is thought that the funeral and;
Hr was arrested in Mayfield by 0. H. "I cannot understand the consistency
has
aroused
new
interest
story
in
the
r--turn Wednesday night or Thursday Mrs. Mary- A. B•acliee d'ed 'suddenly burial will be held
pany
nearer
than Hopkinsville, and
tomorrow after-:
of Emil Greening, of Oklahoma City, McNutt. chief of police, and was of clubbing a trust over the head and
in time to prc•pare for the rtate meet- I.e,-. htu enerWng of hemorrhage at noon. with
the burial in Oak Grove;with one stationed at paducah at the Okla
who was employed by rids taken to the pollee station at noon. at the same time fighting for tariff,
ttug eaturday, at
which Son Im•isi les holm, of M. daughter, 3&rs Men- cemetery.
Vane had $50 fraternal; unction of the railroads, they could
Russell is trying to make bond this the mother of trusts." He Praised
Gunness in the fall 0f 1904
repn•sented. The cite. Sbe was seized with hemorrhage insurance in both
tos-lone will
be
rushed
he
to
point
any
in
a
hurry.
the Red Men and
Iity:moon.
Roosevelt for noble things he hag
_
Told to Sleep in Barn.
Ferment's COM now elttentla Into 19 hat night. She laid down this morn- the FAgles.
The Eagles and Red! It Is probable that in eventOrr"
.ur.
done, chief of which was turning the
Greening worked for Mn,.Mrs Gunnesa
sourtials mostly in the wcetern end ing and It is presumed was strangled men will I ace charge
light on and revealing the enormity
of the cere- ther outbreak of night riders the Pa- at the
time that Jennie Olsen titian- TRANSFER NAGON DRIVER
of the state, anti lb, metioh-rship Is by le. flow of moos. mt. hines two mony
His body Is still at RCM, (throb boy-s would early gel some field
of crimes his cwn party ccimniltted.
KRUTALLV
WHIPS
MOINES.
!peered
and
his
story
was
that
on
a
rapidly alastesschitig the 5.04to meSk.'emoditerw. one residerc iii
practice, and it It le netoteary. as now
He said if the Republican senators
OkIshoola• ganger je Roth's*
certain day In September. a man and
A driver for a transfer centroank.
which intuit be mowed before a state end two eons, William
seems probable, to keep trvotrs In sevshould indorse Bryan they would noll
Beadles. of
woman
la
canie to the house 'and that iwae *reveled this trrorning nu a_ charge
organisation an be perfected. Rainy ;Memptile. and A. B Beadles, of Wineral comities until •Sifter circuit court
of crue y to animals lie started for repudiate Roosevelt.
s,&fess ffhiss les farmers liesere has
...go. Mrs. liwellse was 76 yearip old'
acts on Indictments alrendg-returned.
the what-Mont this morning and . at
(Contieued on Page Five.)
used Mr. Burnett in his work of
anti was born and-retord at Wing°.
the Paducah company may be sent
Second and Jefferson streets, be whipbit-elites the farmers in the union.'
out,
poesIbly
to
eastern
the
part
of
"Clean up the city and get rid or
ped 'the horses until welts could be
iwo Boys Drown.
0. 0 Harnett. state secretary, is
all the rubbish." To do this Mayor flee state. It is not practicable to
seen easily. Detective Henry Bailey
here new helping in the plans for gat- I SmIltiland, Ky.. May 19. Ignerlal.) James
P. Smith issued a proelansa- keep one company ha the field many
One hundred and fifty hogsheads of
placed him under arrest Rebooted he.
isv.I i- a
Labor -- Morton Vaughan, 16 years 01•1, Goo
meeting.
Central
this afternoon setting May 23 ',rots, as the state officials do not
tried to explain that he was just tap- tassociation tobacco were sold at the
Uninti hall may be the seen. of the and Albert Johnson, II years old.:and
wish
Work
was
new
started
the
today
boys
on
the
lone
their
to
positions.
23 as "c:ean up" days. The state
Padueah salesroom yesterday, W. B.
ping the horse.
rreetsre it mid the first rere-ien will be belt
At Murray Maj Bassett is preparing fiats Mrs. Lewis Pell will build at
wt-re drowned in Abe Federation of Woman's clubs will
Kennedy. a local broker, being the
lefore won. Th.. +legates liii k water on. the island- opposite meet In the city
Fourth
to
muster
and
Madisson
streets.
in
a
company.
W. IL
Lieutenant
and it is the enprincipal purchaser. paying prices
will begin to arrive
srulthland
nemKarnes
this,. morning. Their bodies deavor of the city ogiciata to have Pot k, of Middlesboro, and J. T. ParkA
was awarded the contract and
ranging from 10 to 13 cents for 144..
h• - of importaut resolutions ate mod,leen. reeso,er cl after an hour's r. arch the city CS dean as a
pin for the yr. formerly c.aptain of the L company will rob-let the contract for the brick
hogsheadsof leaf. T. J. Wright
inn and if t
twenties- writ -hes ealleas-The John-heat wow overstudred.
lair visitois form- all over the state.,pt Murray, are the organisers. It is work. lake- Bet Mete be two stories
bought six hogsheads at prices rangop fee onnelderatioe in this mealier.
Dalhas. Tea., May 19.-Dtssatrous ing
Mvery Citizen Is urged to take a*:liald they here. an elarealeat body of with two appartments of six rooms
from 7 to 12 cents. • The market
Itv•rstoftses tie members of the union
are
floods
reported
Architect
each.
central
men
in
ready
Tees,.
A. L. IASalter will
to Join.
.%
Cgansty Fake.
active "part In the cleann g up• and fifty
ntinues steady tgi, ab grades and
Part
have been permitted to pool their toof
Temple
supervise the construetion of the flat,
at under water. in heavy sales are eepected
IA C•atsr. K>. May IS. (Specials) make the city an appropriate back-I
throughout
bat-co with the Dark 'nehmen (2rowwhich will t'e modt'rn in all features.' don bridge across the Flosque river the month.
Th.- Isothevale papers teday, con- ground
Kegtucky's beautiful TOMI KENT HELD WITHOUT
for
near McGregor was washed away.
ers' mrociation. trot this. 'modify will be tain a edge etcsry about the tbaeco WOttlen,
BAIL FOR RIMINI: BEALL.
•=5
Lampasas. Leon and Nolan rivers are
definitely alsinikined gaturilay.
'tern ••f a man naltlet1 It 11. M.tiix
overflowing. Two sons of Jay CunDallas, Tex., May 19. -Tom Kent,
111(11 ssues nrettrbere itt econd stand- in tl• etturity being burred by night
iangham were drowned at Comanche.
who last night shot and killed Dick
Mg, are secured, no state organiga- toles.
Bend), brother of the congressman,
n can he fornitel. State Organiser
Arecounts and notes to the face
was denied ball. Witte-sees Fay Beall %aloe of $44,000 were sold
Barnett thinaa this eninber vrill be
this mornGrain dealers In the c.ty are having was
elest down unlearned and unarm- ing by Trustee A
eseste.•1 in Attend. The deierm.naE. Boyd. of the
a hard title' to buy sewn, eine*. there ed.
tensible
The
is
raid
to
have
origcrop
Thomson. Wilson & company bankIs an attempt to get it corner on the
inated hi insults to a female relative tupt estate for VW, to F. W. Katterwill
Chicago, May 19
A second ('ass
i nv
"IV
" a Sys'a t 41
'
411 of 1°111
'
"11
Chicago' May Se. --John Hamilton, rrarket. At present it hi wiling for
of Beall. Kent refused to talk.
tr.itivr werk, aud every effort will be eatied in Cinclithatt, wite
John. Commissioner Cccli •Reed Was Chadwick is slid o have COON' to tight
arrested "ii cents a bushel. with mosPerts of
made to g. t it state charter Before the he r••. les-used of clefts u
the only other bidder. Many of the ip a warrant for the gored of Mies b.
I ire afinein.• the price advancing at any
time
Recounts are old, running back as far Is Skelly, president of the American
belletftbit
tb
"
- •reftP betIrtmt. -14° '
1-11 eta La nr. of Isis'the Iii bogus eergt ries s. Sine.. January the prier has crept up
emote could be given out at thisaime,ffe, ma r.-ted
as ten years ago, the books of the Steel Car company, capitalised at ten
a Ciecinnatt girl recent's% renetaneiy. Hay is selling on the
as to the extent of the Farmers, _s111
bankrupt company having never been millions. She is charged with operwas an army
: WSJ
average of about $16 a ton.
Revenue to nig city schools frong
Cniesn'e holdings of tolv
10areo.
through I
sting a confidence game. C. H. Jot' the state for the number
biollillomeiy. Alm. nag 19.-Ala- balanced in that period.
of pupil's
Its members, thought a considrrable claims
she obtained $S,000 from him will be cut down $612 this year from
bama voters for the first time cast
amount will be pooled
through the use of the influence of the amount received In 1907. The
their totes direct for a presidential
Harriman and Iletty Green, while census enumeration as turned into
Many (mermen' Met new nienarere of!CAR
candidate In the Democratic primary.
never mentioning names.
any organizatetn, are mild to IA going
and the returns at 1 o'clock this
the state by Secretary Kelly. -of the
into the unkva whore object embrases
morning Indicate that Alabama's delschool board, shows a total at 6,084
With the bandage torti off his foreto the national convention head and
lot only tobacco but a variety or othchildren of echool age in the city, a
Jasper
a II be inetructed to support the caner crops.
falling off of 180 from last year's
was on
i ugndinthais bi3mxorneafirli t the
didacy of William J Bryan.
census. The state pays $3.40 per
Union station by [aliened employes
•
capita to the city schools. Secretary
600 signers have been secured. al- I
Lingo tried to catch a train for LouisKelly believes there is no real devele two weeks ago and fell. crust
iffIthoirgh the petition was circuiated
crease in the number of children, but
II
tag his forehead until the brains (soiled
..yesterday for the nrst time.
The
that they have been overlooked.
cut. At Riverside hospital he con"object road
C'
Making
. will be half in McCleveland, 0, May 19.- The fourth
Superintendent Carnagey found revThe funeral of Miss Sophia Elise- tinued to improve and yesterday he
Cracken county, and as McCracken
day of the rte *1 ear strike found
ere: hundred the enumerators missed
county will construct five or Mx miles heth Backer took place this after- was given a pass to Louisville and he
prace to- arbitration and slso wit By wards the census is:
of graved road this summer, with the noon at the German Lutheran church went to Union station, lie sat around
Dupont in a letter
wised v•olsnee
Ward 1-White males, 308; fe"object road" the road from Paducah with the burial in Oak 'Grove ceme- all day and when found this morning
I,. the aseberslien beard opens the
males. 321: total. 629. Colored
b•ry.
A short funeral service was the bandage was off and he Was
way for arbitration.
T1.0 employee of the ear ropa.ring to KevIl will be entirely gravel. The
road will be 14 miles from Paducah. he-Id at the home. Twelfth and Ohio scarcely able to talk. He Is 31 years
Prankfort, Ky., May 19. (Special.) males, 2411: females, 262; total.
&pante ra of the
1.11Moug Central
('its Jailer Wade Brown and Mr. streets. at 1 o'clock and at 2 o'clock old and his home is at Mlian. Ind The Democratic-executive committee 510.
shops. wtre -meet affected by the gonHook visited every city and county the regular service was held at the Lingo was taken to Riverside hoe- selected LegSngton and June 11 as the
Ward 2-White males. 415; feers/1 reduction of operiting expenses
church, of which Miss Backer was a pital again this morning.
official and settled his signature.
place and date of the Democratic con- males, 504; total. 999. Colored
by the Illinois Denten!, are now havlifelong member. The Rev. William
len lion.
males, 128; females, 149; total. 277.
Indianapolis, Ind., May 19.-- John ing their Bening. BegInpinet yeeterday
Grother.preacited the funeral.
Ward 3-White males. 371; feInto
effete
the
order
dethat
went
no
Mtaleratesy. 'tremor enttnty
males, 324; total. 695. Colored'
1.9nm.. whine name was onnitierted ',sone nt erlIfework nine hours or an
Mrs. Stklioa numeral.
males. 107; females, 131; total. 238.
with the expose of county frauds, to- leereacce of one hour oh. day. a-htch
Ward 4-White males. 463; fes
The funeral of Mrs. Mary Slice, of
Vladivostok. May 19
The Thomae
day committed *Weide. lie had been soon will make up for the two days
Carley Place, took place this mornmales. 444; total, 907. Colored
The
lo,ointot
been
month
they
a
The
park
the
crewwith
commissioners
armed.
car:
leave
will
held
a
before the grand jury. MeGatehey
log with burial in Oak Grove comemeeting yesterday afternoon for the exult's. 158; females, 166; total, 324.
He was
v as worrkeL saying the <charges were I.:crease of one hour each day. which lemons,. for St. Petersburg
tery. The
Rev. .1. W. Genteel
•Ward S-White males. 365; fethe
ire-resettle
rapidly
resereen
by
transaction
of routine business, and
given permission to go armed
to preached
unjust.
the funeral.
accepteri the work on tang park. males, 369; total, 734. Colored
burl:wee. and not only the ear re- eroell the tram -I-Siberian
reify/ay
Bids are sow being received for the males. 168; females, 151; total. 311.
ealret•e will be benefited but all de- bridges yjd to use erg track at his
Ward 6-White males. )08: fework to be done on Caldwell park,
partevents.
WRAT111114111.
pkusure.
male,, 20.5; total, 412. Colored)
and
they
expect
to
have
It
completed
It was peen several days ago that
by June 10. The work on the Tenth males. 26; females. 13; total, 39.
the prevent force is the ear departTotal number of males. 3.045: toLincoln Boukard, who was Injured Street park cannot be done until after
Attorney .1. G. Miller, Sr . cotineel
inadequate
cave of
Flellowell in a fall yesterday afternoon Dean the the street 'improvements are com- tal females, 3.039. Grand totals
for the plaintiffs In
the
in'?" the
was nereesary running
to take 'repairs
even
6.084.
damage omits, against alleged night scaffolding in the Broadway Methge pleted on Broadway.
and now traffic is becoming so heavy
church, is resting well today at
dna
iidere.
Princeton
thin
mornwent
to
bat bad order oars that have been
ing, where It is presumed he will Riverside hospital where he was w•nt
held In reserve on r.-.pair tracks are
meet representstivre of the 2-11 defend- by Dr. B. B. Griffith, who atbeing melted. and an Increase In the
ants, against whom he recently :te- renled hint. If his worst ',spiry. a
force Is probeble. giving some of he
etered a $35000 verdict In the federal wreerched knee cap, does not riviiit
ceder men. who were laid od, empeehere. Mr. Miller declined to i-eritionly. the throe ribs broken- In the
closet
went again.
discuss the emnprondae meapures this 1511 will disable him but a short
JainHigh.
Low.
Close.
morning, butt it is generally. thought limo. Other bruises austalated hi the
Wheat ..
91o%
119
94 IA
14
foot
fall
are
painful
but
not
danthat the nneureerefal negotiations
Corn
66%
C.%
66%
Owensboro. Ky.. May lir I Special)
gerella.
here yesterday will he resumed in
Oats
47%
46%
46*
H. Parrieh, yreiddent,of the
Bourkerd, who is the - 14-year-old
PrIncetoa.
13.75
13.51
13.75
Owencbero Saviours Bank and Trust
Bourkard, of 626 KenA message was received this after- eon of It
Lard
X t; 7 % 11.47
; te!
coMparry anti T il. Anderenn, peednoon by Citi Jailer -rBown from El- rusks- nyeatie, One of the decorators at
Ribs
7.12 14 7.35
7.1214
dent
of
he
Daviere °minty Bank and
to secure an "object
In ord• r
stepped
work
church,
in
out
the
on
a
United
wood Neel.
States -deputy
Hickman. Ky.. May I9.-(Sp
,
ni
, were 'treated
-1
rood". to be built by the federal gov- Trust onparry
and marshal, that
he
would
have no piank on the scaffolding yesterday dal.) --After a search of nine months! -The McCracken County Medical
ernment from the acitith line of KevIl held under bonds of $16,0041 each.
afternoon
at 5:30 o'clock,
which ga Roy, of Decatur.
trouble In effecting a settlement of
III..
Pound his,association will meet tonight with
against Anderson (tee"
dee north to the Paduesh and Wood- The war-rant again
w
the flolloweil cases. Marshal Neel is filmed, throwing him elorently down- 14 )(We'd danghter on is boat t•••ar Drs. Crier.
and Brothers on South
ville road. Mr. B. Hook. of KevII. Is that he converted $20;044 of the, expected to return tomorrow.
and It ward. He was 14 feet abo e the hero with Will Fleming. a married Fourth street.
Subject: "Anatomy
In the city securing names to • petl- hantli.e flinch') to his owe use. Th.. is Die opining -that he will return floor and his heart and
knee man. who confessed
he stole her. and •Physlolotty of retied and Cnecum.
liens All of the city officials alined other warrant for Anderson seal tws with several of the alleged night struck the scaffolding In the fall,
She had not been on land in weeks With Special Referenoe to
Pair tonight and Wednesday. 111441t- he request, and every farfner and for Parrish charge them with reeete- t
Typhoid
videos who wit: CO to jail for ten breaking three ribs and injuring .the and feared to write home on areount,Fever." In
June the society will he.
fin temperature yenleiday. SO; low- resident in the vicinity of Esti, bee bog deppg1hi when the bank, were InAt the beweitet he of !Fleming's threats. There is in- gin
drive and then take the debtor's in- right bee. ewe
the summer gement SS MS
added his name to the paper. Oren solve-ni.
est today, dd.
was unconscious several hours.
•
solvent oath.
tense ezeitemegt.
• `1,,̀ •
country.
•

in Senate Today.

CLEAN UP ORDERS

TOBACCO SALES

NEW FLAT BUILDING

S

I

FLOODS IN TEXAS

iiew

OLD ACCOUNTS SOLD

SCHOOL REVENUE
WILL BE CUT $612
IN STATE FUNDS

CORN 00ING UP

CASSIE 11.

BOGUS SECURITIES

ALABAMA FOR BRYAN

REPAIRERS AT ILLINOIS CENTRAL
GET NINE HOURS IN DO ABREAFTER,e,sation

CLEVELAND STRIKE

Demand for Rallies stick
Road Hurry to -Pat
"Bad Order" Cars is Shape.

BACK TO HOSPITAL

LEXINGTON' JUNE
IS DEMOCRATIC
CONVENTION CALL

MISS BACKER'S FUNERAL

EXPOSED.-.SUICIDE

THOMAS CAR IN RUSSIA
‘-

KNEE CAP INJURY
MOST SERIOUS OF
ALL HE SUSTAINS

CITY PARK WORK

I

HOLLOWELL SUITS

OWENSBORO BANK
HEADS ARRESTED
AND MAKE BONDS

OBJECT ROAD WILL BE
-James
MADE BY GOVERNMENT

PLEASANT.

Chicago Market.
CHILD PRISONER
Alitt41111
ON SHANTYBOAT
OF-WILL FLEMING

Does

'1'11F PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

not Color the Hair
Destroys Dandruff
AYR'S HAIR VIGOR

ENTIRE TOBACCO
CROPS WILL BE PUT
IN DURING RBI

T. P. A.

CIVIL SERVICE

Baby Lau

ELECTS DELEGATES TO STATE
AND NATIONAL MELTING&

°Metes of Local Post anti Shen Who
ill itepreeeut Peducath Thia
lear.

11 estlesi

k belongs to health for
a baby to eat and sleep,
to laugh and grow fat.
llut fat comes first;
dea't ask a scrawny
baby to laugh; why,
even his smile is pitiful.
Fatcomes first.
The way to be fat is the
way to be healthy.

EXAMINATION'S VOIR RESINiNeeBLE PONITIONS,

siversil tioaal l's)lug I
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CURES
&SS.BLOOD POISON
A SAFE HOME TREATMENT
In S. S. S. nature has provided a certain, safe, home cure for Contagious
Poison. It is a tnetliciue made entirely of roots and herbs tif recogH.
lied blood-purifying value, and is the one medicine which is able to g•A
town to the root of the trouble and remove every particle of the virus, and
at the same time befit-lit and build up the system and general health. No
harmful effects ever follow its use, as is so often the case when strong mineral medicines are used. As stem as the system gets under the influence of
S S. S the disease begins to improve, and when the remedy has thoroughly
purified the blood and driven out every trace of the poison, no signs of the
trouble arc ever seen aga:n. The general manifestations of Contagious
Blood Poison such as falling hair, copper-colored spots. ulcerated mouth and
throat, sores and ulcers, etc., are merely symptoms of the poisoned condition of the blood, and in most cases respond quickly to local treatment,
while S. S. S. is doing the necessary work of cleansing the blood. Our
"Home Treatment" book is of great assistance along this line. It is a
complete guide for treating the trouble, containing instructions for the
different stages of the disease, and also valuable suggestions about the local
treatment, that will be most helpful in effecting a cure. We will be glad
to send a copy of this book, free of charge, to any who desire it, and if
special medical advice Is wanted our physicians will take pleasure in supIf you are suffering with Contaplying it without cost to the patient.
gious Blood Poison you can cure yourself in the privacy of your own home
by the use of S. S. S., an ahvolutclv safe remedy.
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Scott's Emulsion

SUMMER HAS ARRIVED

Whereas,

TOBACCO

H. M. DALTON

fligh Grade Life Insurance
ONCE Policies in

The Great New York
Life Insurance Co.
tb $100,000

M. B. NASH, Agent
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Pull Food Value

Singing. Talking and Dancing

nr4i

cannot always be determined by chemical analysis
alone.
A "true food" contains tissue-building, heat- and ener
Package of
gyAt IPItamktPKIII.
The scorer
making elements, and certain natural elemental salts
R HE
Philadelphia ......
Phos- flt:
12 13 1
fleubigaies Ideal Perfume
Louis ....
r 10 11 1
phate of Potash, etc., (in wheat and barley) with
Batterle
w—Oarter
Vickers,
out which Manger. Mazirekl, Thgert,
and
Sehreek.
new brain and body cells cannot be formed.
Smith; PtIty, Deneen. (hiss and
Spencer.
That's why

$5.00

CHAS. BOYCE
Funny Monologues and Songs

GOLDEN 6 BOGART
Funniest Comedians of the South

GIVEN AWAY

Grape Nuts

At New York,
The score:
H
New York
6 9 3
12.4Detroit
11 15 4
Battsries--Chesbro. Doyle, Newton
and Kleinow. MullIn and Schmidt.
At Room.

is a "true food" is more readily absorbed than
The score:
R II E
any other Boston
0 7 1
and is RETAINED BY WEAK
Batteries — Morgan and Carrigah,
1.1ehhardt and Bemis.
CLEARE
STOMACHS when even water or Proper Food,,Pu D AWAY.
t the Troubles Away.
milk is rejected!
Our own troubles always sem more
GOVERMENT
ti

fr,evelarrd

PRACTICAL, PERSONAL TESTS
are of far greater worth than any
laboratory estimate of Food Value,
and the large number of extreme cases
wherein no other food could be retained, proves

"There's a Reason"
for

Gr,ape-Nuts
-t

v4
IA,

severe than tiny others. But when
a
man Is unable to, eat even a light
breakfast, for years, without
severe
daitreass he has trouble enough.
HT THE ELEcTIoNd IN
It is small wonder he likes to tell
JAPAN LAST WEEK.
of food which cleared away the
trouble..
"I am glad et the opporunity to
tell
Stethillity of Present f'abineg 1.0.0irvfl
ol the good Ge•pe-Nuts has
done foj
By the Victory of 'wild it U.
me," writes a N. El. Ulan. "For
many
• shonallsis.
years I was uoable to eat even a light
breakfast without great suffering.
"After mating I would suddenly be
eciaed with a terrible attack of coil'
Tokio. May 1 1 --The results is
and vomiting This would be followed
the general eleetion held on FrIdav
by headache and misery that would
In Tokio and throughout the pew
emmetInies lase a week or two, leaving
Imes Indleate that the eonetitutionieme so weak I could hardly sit up
or Isle believe they have secured a Pithwalk.
stantial majority
and the govern"Since I began to eat Orape-Nuts I ment
expects to face the next diet
have been free from the old troubles with
majority over all combinaa
I usually eat Grape-Note food one or tions.
more times a dal taking It at the beThose
begt informed declare that
ginning of the meal
Now I can flit sin h a popular endorsement of the
altnuet anything I want without trou- governm
ent insures the stability of
ble.
t he
present cabinet, although It is
"When I began to eat Grape-Nista I understand
that the premier, Marquis
was wily under ne timid weight, now Wenn,
recently eepreesed a desire
I weige 30 minds more than I lever t• resign. Prince Ito,
however. perweighed in my life, aid I am glad suaded him not to
do so, pointing out
io speak of the food that his
worked the embarrassmeat that would result
the change."
from his resignation In the awe or
"There's a Reason" Name given the endorsement of the people.
by Peetum- Co., Rattle Oriw.k, Mich.
The annonneement of this is exRead the tittle booklet,."The Road to pected to Mead, the market, relieve
Weilvill.," Iii mew
the depression and restore confidente.

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd. afttle Croo
n, Mich.

urnme

• Ile smog fooftottotififiii.

Ti. introduce our finc Vedet Tadcunt Powder, we arc going is. give
this as a prize to the lucky one of
the purchasers of the first gross
Bold.
If the winner desire's we will
exchange for the prize, same value
of anything in tour store.
Call,
send er telephone for a 2:se package
and get a chance

FREE!
S. II. WINSTEAD
DRIJOGIST

7th aid Ikeidway

We Have

Macs 151

Illustrated

Songs

We Are Putting Out Some
Mighty Good Values
In Inks, Pencils, Envelopes, Carbon Paper and Office Supplies.
Does it mean anything to you if we say Faleon Pens at 50c a
grove W e don't ask you to keep anything that don't suit you.
We sell the veiy best stuff made and know the quality and
priers are right,

D. E. WILSON

T11

11001'S

doll

Secured flu betncyte lie Osii

25c

Automobilists and Boat Owners

Safety Razor
Made

SPECIAL NOTICE

Buy one, use it two weeks and
If not satisfied return it and
your money *111 tie promptly
refunded. We will have a special sale of this Razor Wednesday in our Broadway window,
and as ea only have a limited
supply you will "have to hurry."

Mcherson's
DRUB STORE
Sole Agent Eantman'e Kodale
linvter'sCandy.

have secured the services of ('. I). RO• BINSON,
of St. Louis, to repair every description of (lanoline Engines, such as automobiles and gasoline
boats and gasoline engines of every
description.
We make a specialty of adjusting mixing
valves
and carbertoars. at the lowest prices iu the
city.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Work called
for and ,
delivered without extra charge. .
We

Mechanics Foundry and Machine Co.
- kw ?hese 1113. 214
Washington Street.
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Miss. Professor Alexander is well
knownin the city, as he was principal of the Jefferson building for NM.•ral years and his wife was Miss
iessie Byrd,- of this elte•
Fred Hover, superintendent of the
school buildings, is busy replacing
sewer Plats at the Jefferson and
Frankln buildings. The pipe was
Friday Eveaiag. May 29. Date In the ground not very deep and laid
the
heavy coal wagons drove over Wand
Set For Contest.
in many cases have broken or
cracked the pipe. Mr. foyer Is removing the pipe and replacing It
High School Boys Will Declaim for with new so that the proper di-sinage may be secured. In some cams.
Prise Offered By the (belay
the grade has to be changed in order
Attorney.
to get the slope.

BARKLEY MEDAL
WILL BE AWARDED

(swelling Ankles.)
Swelling ankles or hands, or puffy
eyetide are usually the first notkee of
drones', which is almost always definite evidence of inflammation of the
kidneys that has made considerable
progress. It is usually in the chronic
et supposed incurable stage when first
noticed.
The hitiammation has closed the tubules in the kidneys, and the heart
pumping through the (Metre-Hon has
inereased the blood pressure, unt:1 the
thin watery porticoes ette -fortes
thelugh the veins and drce cleva end
k•etAled% the hands and fret, and the
eyelids at night.
Many a vice is a virtue which has
As the books know nothing that NEWS OE THE ('ITT S4'I10411.S passed front
being a servant to bewill reduce kidney,infiammatfin and
come a master. ;
open the tubules. there has been no,
successful treatment for dronsy, pitypletana usually attempting to prolong; Arrangements are being made for
life by giving nitro-glycerine. dial- the declamatory contest. which wl I
•
tal:s. etc., rte.. to strengthen the be given at the High school audilicart. Thus treatment may moment- terlum Friday evening. May 29. This
ntily assist the patient. but it has is the last Friday before the end of
no deterrent effect on the deve:op_ the semester, and doubtless a large
intent of the infiammasem In the kid- audience will be- in attendance, as
River Stages.
ney tissues, and the sk lent almoet tonsiderabie interest has been mani- Cairo
45.0 0.4 rise
f,
in
the
contest. Four boys will
inevitably succumbs. hen, e drop-s
Chattanooga
4.8 0.1 fall
keep for. the medal, which will be
bas been conitIdeed incurable.
Cincinnati
23.9 1.6 fall
It can readily be appreciated that given uy County Attorney Alben Evansville
1
1.2 fall
If Fultoa's Renal Compound (Hs- Rai kieY. The High school orators Florence
- ii 0.4 rise
perves inflammation in the kidneys ere: - Will Rock. Frank Luftenburg.
Johnsonville
s 0.1 rise
Edwin Cave. 1,0111FV1!e
that the tubules will open and the Edwin' Mitchel and
58
0
std
boys
have
pieces
The
learned their
heart pressure. hill decline with gradMt. Carmel
; 21.0 1.0 fall
and
in a few days will be ready for
nal restoration.
YOU r
Nashvele
15.5 0.3 rise
This is tliactiy what happens, and the contest.
Pittsburg
9.3 2.1 fall
infiernmation of the kidneys Of the
Dior IWALed.
St. Louts
24.3 0.5 rise
most serious forms. involving drop' When the teachers of the Whittier Mt. Vernon ....
35.7 1.4 fall
re. uow yield to the Renal Cons-; building arrived at their building
Paducah
37.4 0.1 fall
pound in about 147 per cent of all.yesterdav ehey totted the front'doors
cases without reference to whether open, but each room was locked apd
Amybody would think hat enough
it is in the first or second stage. 1n; all the teachers could do was stand
GET THE GENUINE
fact, this classification now practicaktin the hall. The confusion came lain fell in the last 45 hours to at
!pest bold the rimer to its Prevent
ly disappears in the presence of a about over a -change tn Janitors, and
stage, but the gage this morning
real specific for inflammation of the the new floor sweeper had locked the
showed a fall of .1 in the last 24
kidneys.
building like It was a national bank.;
Literature mailed free.
Rebell Iladnwe resigned and his hours. the stage reading
Renewed activity is shown in rive:
JOHN J. FULTON CO..
place was given to Wlil Hutchison
Oak:and. Cad.
by Superintendent Carnagey. After'circles le the departure this week of
•
!locking all of the doors, Hutchison ;terra' towboats that have been tied
—.—
it is very probable that the !eland handell the keys to Professor Cams- up.
•
Queen, whiter has ben in the excur- Py. and a trip had to be made to the; The Charles Turner left yeSerdaY
before the recitation for the Cumberland river after ties
PUS trade out of Cincineeti for a num High achool
tor of peens, will be sold to a Missou- rooms could be opened so school the trip braking into a lay-up of some the big Hare ,toe at the mouth of erived last nieht from the Tennessee 1,1
-up, left this morning tor the days. At Paducah %ill fall slowly for
I eseanibeat company. 5, 0. T'homp- could keep.
duration.
the Tennessee river
this morning. !ver. Wednesday evening at 6 o'clock Tennessee river to bring out ties. I two or three days and afterwards
•-,n. of Kansas 'City, is in Pittsburg
Preparations are being made for The Harvester well go to Caseyville :he Clyde will return to the Tennen- Captain Austin Owen went out as more rapidly. At Cairo will continue
President James K. Patterson, of
negoCattag for th• boat. The eonelde the State University. formerly- Ken- The 11Pnrifita to leave Wednesday or today with eninties to bring back ;ec river.
pilot on the Hennen.
, rising 24 to 36 hours, reaching nearly
•
iv said to be placed at is.11"s0.' tut ky State corege. is expected to Thur,dey for the Tenneseee river af- nal for the W, Kentuoke Coal Co.
Several barges of lumber were 15 feet,
Two hours and a half were spent
• • • A. the,-.Genie- foe- sessearrive any day- -te address; the High ter 4t4 -Ai* -boat, too,- baying beea- :4-14e-.3.4414-14es•ltine-was-li-1•48--retortt- here erellestderte-firet— night-- nee tie
the-Tennewee -flyer 1=1- Tter-TertitleakiVe it Pk:Irene, and Rivminims down the Ohio river she Stop- school studreets. President Patterson 'ed uj, re:Pertly.
ing from Evansviile and left at noon Il'orgia Lee from Cincinnati' going night by the Scotia.
•
erton will rise slightly during the
pd at Ittiimby. Ky., sad took on a is on his annual visit to the High
,Aluth to Memphis, arriving at 10- and
;There *ere no movements report- on the return trip.
After getting barges at Joppa, The ir.ext 12 to 24 hours. At Johnsonville
few patoonners. This Is the first time ;schools, and he wrote professor sugg ed to -lay in the b:g Ayer-Lord TI.
The Sate :If will arsive in the :tying at 12:3e o'clock.
Little Clyde will go to the. Tennessee not much ;change for 24 bourse
it, it a boat th rise of the Georgia fee -cthat Paducah would be included In eompanye fleet of seven boas.
ersiotning front Clarksville _end leave
The Condor at the ways is receiv- river for a tow of ties.
The Mississippi at Chester will confi'as ever made a landir.i. at Bromley. his list.
,Ing the finishing coats of paint and
Rainfall yesterday was .70 incites, tinue rising for 24 hours. At Cape
Ten brand new barges loaded with at n'esn Weltesday for Nashville.
rind resermen consider his to two an
An invitation was received oes coal were brought-from Pittsburg yesThe City of Seitillo arrived y.ater- will be ready tp leave in a few days. or lees inches since Sunday.
Girardeau will continue-rLsing during
eatraordissary feat.— Courier-Journale morning by Miss Adah Brazelton. of 'I. rday by th: Monitor for the Were dav aft, rneen tram the Tenuesee
John Winfrey and Bill Edwards
the next 36 hours, reaching slightly
;:xer, bound tor St. Louis.
tithe-WI lEurweastre
have the wheel on the Charles TurIthe High school faculty. from Prof. Kentucky Coal company here.
over 27 feet.
The OhLo at Evansville and
Stores were taken by the Kuttaei.
A fine freiret trip is be:ng unloaded ner. „
Mt.
In 'order to score a hit an actor William Aexander. .principal of the
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel will con
: by the Clyde, which
The Martha ilennen after a protract Vernon %ell fall rapidly for several.I tlnue falling during the next 26 hours.
neet eteke the pubilees fancy,
lieedngtun High ehool of Lexington Capt. M. N Mullen in command. to at Joppa Soda,

Shopping

for a couple of hours—maybe all day. Big crowds
—push and bustle—bad air--hot outdoors and hotter
indoors. Head iches—throat and mouth dry—so thirsty
that water won't satisfy—nerves quivering—just plain tired
through and through.

Drink

RIVER NEWS

Caff

It will relieve the fatigue, quench the thirst as nothing else will, quiet
nerves and refresh and invigorate you. Palate pleasing.

Delicious—Wholesome Thirst-Quenching

Sc. Everywhere
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I BALDWIN'S FAMOUS PRIZE REBUS
1 FREE FOR ALL I

Can You Solve It?
711_r

For Solving This Puzzle

W.T. Miller t Bro.
•

Factory Representatives

Will Give Away Absolutely Free

NE

00

One

S

$375 HAMILTON PIANO NCR
In addition to the above most valuable and highly
desirable first prize, will be given away a number
of Credit Coupons. good for the purchase price of
any new Piano. Piano Player or Player Piaro of
the Baldwin make in our warerooms.

If You Are Successful
•

•

,

in getting one of the credit coupons an already
have a piano, the coupon may be disposed of. providing such transfer is properly endorsed by the
publicity department representative at our store.
Only one coupon can be applied upon the purchase of any piano or piano player. Neither the
piano nor any other prize will be awarded to any
one employod by or connected in any way with the
sale of musical instruments.
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Rebus Department

f 1REDY4(1(4
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$315

Read These Instructions
Careiully
Write out the solution of the above Rebus, give
your full Aame and address, and give names and
correct addresses of two or more of friends whom
you believe might want a piano or piano player,
mail or deliver yonr solution to the

itAtai °

Ir.

One
like cut
to be
given
away
Absolutely

Ion
Piano

FREE
May 23,
1908

N° EXPENSE

What the Contest Is
This is a contest based on the correct solution of
the Rebus Puzzle shown herewith. All information asked for must be given in full and the information attached to the solution of the puzzle.
The envelopes containing the solution of the
Rebus as submitted to the contestants will be opened
for record a short t me previous to the date on
which the awards are to be made The answers
will then be examined in the presence of three impartial judges, gentlemen of the highest integrity,
and who are in no way connected with the music
industry, whose decision will be final and irrevocable.
To the persons living within the assigned territory submitting the correct or nearest correct setstion, will be presented absolutely free of charge the
beautiful $3-5 Upright Hamilton Piano.
To other contestants in their order of merit will
be presented credit coupons as fo,lows: 15 coupons
at $75 each, 20 coupons at $70 each; 25 coupon', at
coupons at $65 each: 30 coupons at $60 ea:h; 40
coupons at $55 each; 50 coupons at $50 each.
These coupons will be accepted by us as that inuLh
credit on any new piano or piano player of the Baldwin make, at its regular selling price. Should there
be more than one correct answer, or should two or
more tic in being correct or nearest correct in their
solutionr, awards will then be made upon penmanship. general neatness and completeness of con-,
testant's papers.

W.T.MILLER &RHO.
520 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
closes on MA)
, 23, 1908, at 12 m., noon.
Al' answers must reach us by that day. Don't fail
to participate. It is a golden opportunity.

Contest

nu: PADUCAH

Abe

!servant. because they ale Intereeted

in the subject. and the will be Pa
abucab Sun• ducahls
guests. Paducah must have

4111PERIBROON AND WZRELY.

I

the house put to rights before th•
TOR BUN PUBLISHING COMPANY. company comes and the spare room
1(41E1E1g - spit and span. The impresINCORPORATICD.
sion these Women get of Paducah ot
P. IL PuffBR. Preateeat. this visit, the first for some of them
IL S. PAZTON. General Manager.
will be carried to all parts of the
Laurel at tke peetelSee et Peewee& state in formal reports and informal
KW. ea owned dais motto,.
discussions. Paducah has some advantages over other cities in appearglinacaurrioN LAMS,
ance, and we must make these adMN DAILY MIL
vantages conspicuous when they ar..-ere .14
Carrier, per week
mail, per month, ht wdeWalleb.. .21 rive. Paducah has some defects, and
mall. per year. in advance ..-51.114 we must minimise these detects ere
MB WSJOICLY MVO.
they come. First essential is cleanliLer year, by mail. postage pall ..41.IIII ness.
The streets and yards and
agars= THE BUN. Padtweak Zs... alleys and gutters must be clean.
Plane BIM Weeds must be cut .down, flowers
Olbee• 111 Neu* Taira.
Every
Payne it Teems. Chloe., salt Near planted and lawns mowed.
citizen, and particularly every propTore. representatives.
erty owner. should take an interest
THE SUN ean be Mena at the Yellowin making Paducah look her best
Ong ptacesi
R. D. Clemente•Da
for the visitors. It will make the
Wen Culla Bros.
city the subject of favorable comPalmer Howes.
ment elsewhere, attract' people here
and improve the real estate market.
A64:3iX
r
*/
Let's look spruce and prosperous. It
411:11EA,.;01R33i*
doesn't cost anything but a little
r.ir:efo37r11,5W'm
-,.
effort.

/

TUESDAY, MAY 19.

WITH THE FUNNY MAN.,

CIRCTLATION STATEMENT. .
April-15MS.
,
1
S
g
4
g
7
g
p
10
11.
12
14
11

TrTQT111- ‘111' to.

EVENING SEN.

4083
4115
4139
4126
4122
4125
4128
4105
4221
4223
4078
4087
4094

p Al.i 0 ia...

16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
29
''0

4134
4109
4106
4088
41180
4083
4055
4085
4481
4057
4034
44/31
4097

L..

106,646
41o2
Average for Apri!, 1908
3971
Average for April, 1907
131
Increase
Personally appeared before me this
May 2, 1908, R. D. IfaeMillen, business manager of The Sun. who affirms
that the above statement of the circu'Atkin of The Sun for the month of
April 1908, ts true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.
litey commission expires January
11, 1912.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public

Plow the land of obstacles, plant
•
efforts and reap achievements.
Wiles and deceit are female qualfties.—Aeschylus.
Bill—You say he never goes fishing on Sunda)?
Jill—No; he's conscientious. He
won't lie on the Sabbath!—Yonkers
Statesman.
your husband al"I understand
ways goes out between acts."
"You heard wrong; be sometimes
comes In between drinks."—Houston
Post.
• In St
Rodriek—Here is a poem entitled
The First Barefooted Boy."
I wonder who was the first barefooted boy'
Van Albert—I don't know, but I
can tell you who was the first barefooted man.
Rodrick—Who?
Van
Albert—Why. Adam.—Chi,
cago News.

STORY

OF

AN

ACHING

TOOTH.

Or
Daily 'Thought.
"The life that is full elf work gives
the weeds small chancer'to stares.
A GOOD JAILER.
It is an especial pleasure, when a
public office looks like a sinecure, to
observe the incumbent per
such tasks as fall to his 1.0t. Po well
and so asiduously that they take first
lank in Importance to the public.
It would seem that there is nothing
in the office of city jailer to call for
unusual talents and yet observation
of the manner In which City Jailer
Wade Brown performs Ills duties coovinces the observer that the city could
not afford to be without a man like
Wade Brown in that position. Cleanliness is the first law of the custodian
of the city hall; and Wade Brown and
h is "truetlee' are net idle a moment;
scouring woodwork and floors, and
windows and
the front steps and
cleaning the sidewalks. making little
repairs arid cultivating the city hall
yard. It is nothing more than he
might to do, to be sure, but the city
hall has been filthy in its day.
In the jail under the city hall
Jailer Brown has met the foes that
vanquished
creep and tickle, and
them; Mit It is a desperate war against
vermin he is waging and eternal vigilance is demanded, for every new
prisoner brings reinforcements. The
jailer has experimented until he has
become acquainted with the habits
and customs, not only of police court
habitues. but of their bugs, and every
prisoner goes through a process before,
he is admitted into full feleowship of
the city jail. The ceill roam Is kept
In remerkable order, avid where the
jailer gets his bath tubs installed he
will command the situation against all
e0TOPTS.
Dirt and squalor and misery and
lows of pride have much to do with
making criminals. Many of those jail
t Ms have never known the real luxury of cleanlinees. There is something in the sense of cleanliness that
is uplifting. Taken
to jail and
eleaued up and eobered up on wholeWere diet with long hours In which
to Meditate, many a bum may he bettered by his context with the law. It
certainly would nut be carrying out
the Ideas we preachrfo arrest a man
and throw hi= in the diet.
While a good disciplinarian and inserting on obedience and cleanliness,
Jailer Brown is a humanitarian, arid
his thougliful sympathy for dire
tressed humanity has been the means
of relieving mesh suffering, and many
a prisoner's heart has been touched
by the first empathetic interest
Amen in his welfare in so long a time
he has come to believe the whole
World is down on him.
Officials attleudd the city hall have
come to a realisation that men can
have special aptitude for such offices
or that of city jailer, and the city
needs more thee a robust person. who
ran chuck unfortunate humanity into
a dirty hole and keep it there at the
rity's expense until such a time as the
I
Boort fixes.
'-/PRUCII UP.
Bari,- next month the State Federaloe of Woman's clubs will Meet
HIM la roe venting, These women
ire foremost in riAle enterprise. and
'nVoijitildled the gitiestion of monicl": torProvelseeta.' They are ob-

IV.

IOpt/MAW Club Rae Unique Platform
Humor is being invoked in what
purports, nevertheless,' to be a tiering effort to gather the tree optimists of the country into one big
'organization through the efforts of
he Optimistic Club of America. with
offices at 62 Broadway.
Goy. Cutler. of Utah. Is chairman
1 f the club's
executive committee.
Meg yesterday Bent out copies of
circular containing the platform.
I ceded by the following:
"Twixt optImiet and pessimist.
The difference is droll:
'
optimist seed the doughnut,
The ppeelistlet the hole."
"The club invitee every Mae who
an smile In the faes of trouble to
in and pass
smile along
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(Continued from Met Issue.)
He walked up and down the room
excitedly for a few moments, freely
Over the
expressing his perplexity.
turn of events, and ended b y abruptly
ringing for a timetable and a sailing
list, which he consulted before again
addressing himself to' his secretary.
"Get out of here as quickly as you
can!" he ordered. "Go to Your rooms,
throw what stuff you need into • bag,
and take the first train you can get
for New York! I shall meet you at
the station here and give you such reports of conditions as I can write in
the meantime. When you get to New
York, go as quickly as you can to the
Cunard dock, from which the Lucent&
Is due to sail early in the morning. I
shall hold her up until you arrive. Deliver my letters in person to the forsign
e
secretary's office in London, and
answer
a
such questions as you can regardiug this remarkable situation and
this incomprehensIble government.
These matters are too important to
admit of delay and ordinary official reports. Go quickly!" he concluded, almost shoving Hillier through the door.

• ,••

distinguished admiral to the junior
lieutenant commander, were, by order, in the plainest of civilian dress
That it had been the intention of the
war department to maintain their
identity secret was proved by the semmerits of a railway official who stood
near one of the coaches while waiting
for a change of locomotives.
"You understand, don't you." be
said to a man apparently • train diePatcher, standing beside him, "that
this train teas the right of way ever
everything? Sidetrack the flyer if
necessary to get this through. There
cant
' be anything in front of her, and
the only limit to her time is the speed
-•
I underU. the engine that pulls her
stand it's a .party of secret service
p„pie the
government is sending to
Cuba. That's all 1 know about it, and
It's in line with everything else you
naturally can expee4 from sucli a lot
in
ot insane
NNaah
.
ington
mea..as they seem to have

They whirled away from the staHon, looking at each other blankly.
and wondering what the outcome of
all this mystery could be. Every
action so far was without precedent.
There was a disposition on the part
of some of them to beneian the fate
r which had detached them from their
ships at a time when the country was
to be defended and glory won; but
this was brought to a sudden end by
grim old "righting Bob" Resins, the
admiral, who reprimanded them for
daring to criticise their superiors or
their orders.
"1 don't know what it's all about,
boys," he said, relenting. "I wish I
did; but I have no more knowledge of
it than you have. I don't even know
why Miss Roberts is aboard., but this
mach I am certain of: tbat the men
in Washington know what they are
doing, and all_the rest of the world
can just keep an criticising and guessing. As tar as we are concerned, we
i are officers who have sworn to and
Sill obey orders, even it they tell us
to go to the outer edge of tbe flat
earth."
Darkness came on them before their
next stop was made, and they slowed
down as they passed through the
The Ambassador Rose from His Seat. yards of a large city, fell their puffing locomotive being uncoupled, and
"I'll attend to everything here. Don't , beard the slow resonant snorts of a
let there be any delay on your part!" , fresh one being driven into place.
The secretary hurried away to
-- They were tired of the day's traveling,
make preparations for his departure, and sat in listless silence, looking
leaving the perturbed ambassador to through the open winder's at the half
prepare his reports. lie called a cab deserted platforms. Newsboys were
and drove to his apartment, intent on running here and there offering the
first telephoning to ?diss Roberts. His latest editions, and they called them
man met him at the door and handed te the side of the (-tech and bought
him a letter addressed in a familiar newspapers from them. The silence
hand, which he hastily tore open and in 'the car was broken by the admiral.
read as he stood in the open doorway: Clio had bees the first purchaser
"Dear Guy: I have been retiree
"*ell. I'll be blanked!" he said, anaway very suddenly, and am going to grily crumpling his paper into a ball
now
more
needs
me
He
my father.
which he threw on the floor at his
than ever. I cannot alter anything ' feet, before he began striding tep and
which I told you last night, nor can I '
4.down the aisle. What he had read beadd anything, save to say that some- neath flaring headlines was this:
time, somehow. God willing, we shall
"Weilangton. May 28.—The lapsbe together again, under circum- mese have taken the Hawaiian Islands,
stances where I can tell you all the together with the gunboats Marietta
truth. It will do no good to write to , and C,orbett, and are now landing
the old address; for I shall not be troops from a large transport. The inthere. There will be no means of our credible and disgraceful feature of the
communicating, I fear, for an in- affair is that not a gun was fired by
definite time. It is always within the either side, our officers contenting
realms of polmlbi;Ity, when wiir is on themselves by running up the white
a land, that friends may never meet Rag when the enemy approached. The
again. If such sheuld he our case. I tabbe operator sending the message
prey that y•an -will remember this said that he did so under the surveil
oven up to the last-1 loved you. lance of two Japanese officers, who at
NORMA."
Good-by.
the conclusion of the message would
Stunned by this unexpected missive. disconnect the cable, thus puttying- the
he hurried to thetelephone, and in a Islands out of communication."
fever of baste and anxiety called up
'her home, only to be told that she had .
(To he continued in next (say,'.)
departed in the earlier hours of the
morning after receviug a message
YOU DON'T Hat IS TO WAIT
presumably from her father. He
La. Pe
*very dose sakes yew leelheater
could learn nothing further of her. He
was stepped as if by an lasurrnount keeps year whole insides dee& Sold
able. wall. Ile cursed the fate which ssosey-back peas eeei-ewoere. Priee b0 real.
separatui them and the order which
sent him away without giving time to
see her, and almost in epen rebellion
thought for a moment of refusing to
act as king's courier, resolving rather
to resign from his 'position and &ban
ion his Vest; hut he was bound by
the training of years and the deumasids
of duty, and at the last snowsgpt
boarded the train which was to take
him from the country and the woman
Ii. loved.
And even as he west the object of
his solicitude was speeding away into
the south on a special train.
The train coneixted of only two
Pullmans and a dining car. Before it
In its southern flight the way seemed
always open, and hour after hour It
rushed onward, &even by the most
powerful locomotte ea that cored be obtained. Norma was the only woman
passenger aboard; all the others were
glint-faced. sun-tanned men of the
sea, who had been summoned to Washington !rota various navy yards and
ships Within the month. Of all on
board she was the only civilian, and
yet the one whom the, government
seemed most anxious to transport.
The °Meets themselves gathered into
little groups, dfacussing the war
which had opened so abruptly, and
speculatiug as to why in such an Im
portant crisis they had been ordered
from their posts of duty to report for
further 'deices and sealed instructions at so unimportant and isolated
a seaport as the small one on the
coast of Florida to which they were
heading.
Another singular feature of this
Imes" was that all abeardi_frote the
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Prof. Marquis,
Prof. C. E. Marquis, "The MysterOur; Mr. Raffles," gave a very. interestlug entertainment at the Kentucky
'Fist night ft/ a good sized audience
He is a hypnotist end the program.
was
erranired for the e•rfornirettice
eery entertaining.
Hired Gray.
Ruth Gray was' the attraction for
last
park
'be opening at Wallsee
despite the inelemenit
night, and
weather, she had a good edged emelt?nee

LAWN SOCIAL
For the benefit of the Rigesey so
Broadway Methodist
AMY of the
-hutch there-will be itivelt,filleight an
Ice cream and gtrairbegys..-4iha sects' at Mrs. 1., J. Stockaell's, 421
North fieventh street, Come and
bring )01er friends.

I

Mr. II. .1. Adler,
321 Upper Third St ,
Evansville, Indiana.

PROF. RILEY HEIM
rayelek Palmist.
There is nut much opportunity for
peeler. to get lonesome around Proresew liurras apartment at 3.32 South
Fourth street. The bun has not yet
traveied far upon its journey at the
morning hour when persons begin
their calls at the grotiltinan's parlor*,
and his idle moments ere few from
that time until the shades of night
aptear.---And all thes day long he is
Informing this one of the bright failure in eters' fur han. that one of the
I
more titan please‘l with the result in Inv case, and
approachine storm. another that failskull be only ton glad to endorse this company on all rwearsi. us.
ure stares him in the face. aud stkl
I regard the Mutual Benefit as ONE of the heed if not TIIE best
another that fortune Is soon to smile
upon his •nxiotis brow.
life insurance company in the world. and feel sure that wh lever
Fortunate Mining Mau Receives Is.
carries insurance with them will receive Ilbs011Itely 1141110et and
formation That staves Hies Life.
fair treatuotit.
lours truly,
A ruining man alto I j.!ol•d upon t1W1
professor the other day will lung
Nese reason to eellieMbee the occasion. lie
had a sickness doctors
could not unravel
With :lithe confidence in astrologers or clairvoyants,
he required urging from a friend before he wood place his case before
Profs-emir Hurt-. Fie finally suffered
himself to be persuaded, huwrver.
and left the
professor's "sate•tunt
sanetorum." notwithstanding his 'Jeep
,ticism: with a lighter heart lbws
'when he entered It. and with spirits
Talk it over with
stoutly buoyed up with bop*. He
, was told the exact cause of his trouble and advised as to its cure, etc
and afterwards at an X-ray examination
predessor
Duren
diagnosis
DISTRICT MGR.
proved true. The information he rehas doubtless saved his life
%VA
Plhon• 8315.1-4
108 Proternity !Bldg.
and no one could tell him that Professor Httrr is other than the great!.
rat In hi• profeetilon
Ilueband %lade Happy Who Was
lite(ore in %Dewey.
A husband greatly troubled in
mind concerning his domestic •ffairs
apn'ied to Professor Ilurr for infornmt Ion.
- Your erre a a pure, good we"-.1111111111•1•111111111111119111119111mgmeme
man." was-part of the information.
)
"Her'eerie off'ense Is that she Immo.times sal's upon a wriman you heartily dislike, and she is with that Ivoman flow. She is not untrue to you.
however, nor doe, she rare a penn•
for any other man on earth.
You
may return to your home confident
that if you are as thoughtful of her
as die is uf you, and careful Of -your
corldustiess she is of her conduct.
yuur home will he the habitation of
two as stood and ',wish, persons as
may tor fort ml In Kentucky.
That hissitand eras rejoiced to hear
the vrord• the professor spoke. Ile
returned to his then cherished balf,
and alien sallefied that she really had
been calling upon the woman he so
-MEMO
much dialked, the offense was gladly
condoned and he knew that the great
astrologer knew things. lie removed
the suspicion of a husband en good
that he wept with pry when convinced that the object of his affection was also good. The wife of, that
husband may read these lines.
If
she 4,e,, she will understand the reason for, the changed conduct of her
liege lord. It will then be plain to
her that her hurshand has a right to
cures* her so often, his eountenance

Dear Sir:—
I beg to acknowledge re v-ipt of cheek front the %Mini
Benefit Late Insurance l'onioatty of Newark, New Jersey. for
$5312 35 in paym nt of my policy No. 101.:194 for 2,-41011. I
bought this policy in 1S'q on the regular life rate, hut was advised by the agent to place it on the accelerative, endowment
plan, and now find that I am getting 11294 7:I inure then I ever
paid, and have had the benefit of V:),0190 invurance for '27 )ears
free of pont.

am

Wm. Warren.

A man today, age 40, would pay the Etrtitable on
a $5000 Ordinary Life Policy, $165 05 a year for Life.
In the Mutual Benefit you can buy our unique
Accelerative Endowment Policy, amount $5000, for
$154.70, thus saving t10.35 a yea,and, at_age AO.
all payments cease.

T. M. NANCE

•
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For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.

WALLACE PARK CASINO

TONIGHT!

THE MENTAL MARVEL

V

RUTH GREY

4
An Excellent MIL
The Seven Rusee Is. In a big minstrel novelty, made a big hit at the
Crystal their first day and ever)
number was encored. The little coin.
Pany is costumed and trained to per
fection. and the harmony they get out
of their ballads is wonderful. The
Great Burnell was another feature.

1110.11%\10 MADE HAPPY
Fl HUTU NATE MINING MAN

Why pay high rates for ordinary Life Polici,s to
stock companies when you can get results like those
below, for less moncy, in our unique Ackelerative
Endowment Policy. Read this carefully

And Advanced Vaudeville

THEATRICAL NOTES

Machinations of a
Rascal hposeii by
Professor Harr

MATINEE THURSDAY
FOR LADIES ONLY!

Saturday for Everybody

10c, 20c and 30c
Seats on Sale at McPherson's

n i l se•sr. man who would
wrIl
l'aetrheedisinansriidl
wager his last driller on the ability of
Professor Hurt to delve tar away
Into the my sterlex of tither lives.
.4 Rancid lesprened.
A handle-one young woman applied
to the professor for Information. She
came -to him with a troubled heart.
She departed with a greater burden
of grief to beer.
"The fellow never intended to wed
you." she was told. "lie is a base
wretch. He promirsed to make you
his wife rind give you a happy home.
He betrayed and has deserted you.
ills heart is as black as Egyptian
darkness. He is a scoundrel and unworthy of so. much as your contempt."
A shriek and the heartbroken girl
was In a swoon. When restored to
consciousness she sobbed as if her
polo* life was no longer of the slightest moment to her.
The Profeatenes Sympathy.
''Poor child!" the professor sighed,
as she walked mobbing down the
steps. "I wish I could comfort her.
It was sad to speak the words I did.
hut they were true and I couldn't
help it. I will not deceive my visitors, no matter what the consequences
Thell,.rome to me for Information; I
will give it to them as It Ia."
. An so it goers, hour after hour,
day after day. The life of the faithful and perfect nayekic Is glumly an

interesting one to live.
The profesior's hours are 9 a, m.

to 9 p. in, shilly and fittnriey and
the
price within reach of all
Write.Mtwr aPPillg
(1frko. 332
South' Fcmrta street.
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monis .ini Sirs
Mr. and Mr,. T.
aNaMMIIMMIMISOMAIMIV
Ne:tie Hu..st•d r turue1
home at Elizabethtown des mom zig
after vieltiag the family of Sir W11McMahon and mown ,..basta!n.
barn
of South
Delightful Surprise.
,of A. G.
Fourth street. Mr. and Mra.j The hard fought caseA pleasant surprise part) was ten- Morris have just returned from
a Ows.ey against the Globe Bank and
We Built this House
Why D. You Neglect the great deted to Miss B.aoche Anderson last sisit to relative. at Fresno, Cal.
ITrust company, which has been on
opportunities iyieg all around you?
evening at- her home on North Sixth
Oapt. B. Owen went to ilopiona trial In circuit court since Friday.
How long have you paid rent? Have street by.a few of her moat intimate county this woke'.
Iwent to the jury at noon today, all
you anything but rent receipts to friends. J. Will Rock took
the boys'
Attorney W. J. Webb, of lia.yfield. the evidence and arguthents being
show for what you have paid? Take prize at
cards and Miss Nell Clayton Is in the eiy.
heard. The suit is to recover $2,000
that grip full of rent receipts and tigFrank Blackwell, a linotype opesa_ i claimed to have been drawn from
ure up the total lies through your nev- took the prize for the girls. After
i- ct. Had you muted this money, we the games delightful refreshments tor. who has been employed in Padu.:Owsley's deposit by W. B. Smith on
the luxuries you could now supply were served. Those present were: cab, wt this morpiutt for tatesintr.,a memorandum check while he was
your family.
Misses Blanche Anderson, Elizabeth Tenn., where he has accented a pthie'a president of the bank. The
This month is going by, and 020 Weemer, Nell Clayton, Nell. Mildred
(ion on the Whig' His ratan) em ri.,lbank's defense was that Smith had
more will be adden to the above total and Marion Pieper.
'authority to use Owsley's money in
Marjorie Riegle, move to Jackson later.
boa When In the world will you step
Ili, namesake, makes all things
Mr. W. M. Karnes, 'retool trustee, making investments for him and that
this awful drain. which is sapping the Ida Lee Steger Messrs. George Scott.
Stanley
Brown,
controversy
the
J.
Will
amount
was
Rock,
in
used
George
life and comforts of yourself and
924 North Seventh street. Is imProvshine as they have never shined
Louie Townsend, Chester lag from a billions
attack. For sev- to buy White Oak Cannell Coal stock
Think Mit. matter over today. There Kerih.
!which was delivered to Owsley and
oral days Mr. Karnes was quite ill.
before. It only requires a
is no time but now to do this all-im716 which he accepted, thereby ratifying
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Jackson,
portant thing.
10 lthe
the authority assumed by Smith in
Entertain Teachers,
South Sixteenth meet. have gone
very small quantity to remove
'rite question with every Mao is, Poverty and Wealth. This question is
Mrs. Frank Wahl, 530 North
drawing the check. Owsley was a
Tenn., on a visit,
decided net by wish or deal a, but by prom. t anti vigorous action In availing
Fourth street entertained tie teachers
engineer
railroad
and
it
was
in
evihimself or the best opportunities lying before him
the old ugly stains and put in
dence that had entrusted large sums
ILIa up to you. What will you YOU do? Will you decide now? Time is of the primary department of the
PRCM'LAMATION.
to
Smith
to
invest
church
and which had
First Baptist
yesterday. Mrs.
it...iley! Lel, us help you.
their place the brightest and
been placed (*several different tunerEdwin I.. Atiens. of Enid, Okla.,
At the request of the ei'vic departprises which were acceptable to the
formerly superintendent of the pri- ment of
bcautifulest shine you ever
the Woman's dub. which 1
plaintiff. The suit was not brought
mary department, was present to wish to assist in every way it,
until
after
Smith's
connection
with
greet all of the teachers. r
beheld afte? just a little rub.
power. I appoint May -22 and 23 ot..l
as
the bank had been severed and he
"Cleaning-u.p days for Paducah."
had
been
liability
released
from his
George Z. ynabaugh. an officer In
Solarinc is to brass and nickle,
On Tuesday, the 24 of June. our
the grand encampment, and Sterling city will be full of women capable of bond. Attorneys W. M. 011iver and
W. E. MATTHEWS
•
•
•
Stale Manager T.
silver and gold what the very
Prkes- of the Union encampment. criticising and appreciating a city John G. Miller represented the plainNo. 70. I. 0. 0. F., have gone to beautiful, and we want to give them tiff and BairbY & Martin and D. G.
Hogs Between 8 a.
216 Sad Taira St., ineaberger Huse.
best furniture polish is to furFrankfort to the state meeting of the the latter p:easure, and very little Park the defendant.
I The jury in the Owsley bank case
grand encampment, May 20..
grounds for the former attitude.
niture.
The Rev, David Oady Wright, recAll citizens are requested to cut had not reported re 3 o'clock, Some
tor of Gretsa Eplienpal church, has their lawns, and collect all ,onsightlyidelay was experienced in the-case on
gone to loulevgleo attend the council rubbish on their premises and hovel account of two of the instructions
of the diocese of Kentucky.
all rubbish and refuse removed at given by the court being lost.
Miss Hattie Ilisey has returned once. On Monday. May 25. the citylI The Osburn-Byrd %slander suit le
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%' col. W. A. Flowers. baggage agent ifrom a visit to eastern Kentucky.
will remove all trash from the streets on trial this afternoon and probably
at the Union staten, injured his back j Mr. E. W. Whittemore left yester- and 1 have requested the co-opera-' will take up all the evening session.
Broadway- Phone tat:.
-Forms for real estate agents for .%-ssterday Wilde handling a heavy day for Lebanon to attend the an- Hon of the Board of Public Works The Gilbert-Griffith will case is next
on docket and will probably not go
trunk and Ai off duty today. It is nual conclave of the Knights Tern- to this end.
tele at this oMee.
••••
on trial before tomorrow's session,
- Mr. II. C. Hollins has left Uie Montt the injury will not be aeresus. i plar tomorrow morning. Mr. WhitOwners of vacant lots are espe- though the case
late
begun
may
be
Tiaveliog Eugincer Lloyd Grimes. temore represents Paducah com- cially
City fur a few months, and I have acurged to comply with this re- this afternoon.
'jutted an Interest in his business anJ of the lettutomee division of the Illi- mandery.
request, and endeavor tO have the
The divorce suit of Mary N. WhatMessrs. John T. Donovan, Fred city as
4 shall look after it for hint. Any in- nois (lintel!. was here this mornieg.
park-like looking as possible. ton against .1. W. Wharton was dl.Superintendote Egan, of the -Louis- Flannigan and Fred McCreary have
formation with reference to any
Parents are requested to interest missed.
'returned front Morgatsfield, where
branch of It will receive prompt at elle disks:am, wa.. her today.
their children in this commendable, The case
of L. K. Taylor against
Eingltie 7::1 was derailed at the coal they attended the initiarion of a movement, and the
Wilton it to will call up The Sun
Incorporated,
school principals Anna B. Scott was set for trial the
large
class
into
of
the
candidates
chute
ties
morning.
olive. Both phones 358. E. J. Paxare requested to co-operate with twenty-third
day of the present term
Knights of Columbus.
ton.
them.
A mandamus compelling the city to
Deputy City Jailer T. L. Roeder,
JAMES P. SMITH, Mayor.
-We can give you the finest carpa) the $750 judgment rendered
who accidentally shot himself ih the
rages in the city for wedding, ball
FOR RENT--Store room in Emagainst the city in favor of Miss
breast two weeks ago, has recovered
pire Flats. Heat furnished. L. S.
lowand theater calls- Our prices are
Lander,
who
Marian
was
injured
by
sufficiently to be removed from River
DuBois.
er than those charged for like service
felling into an excavation on Kenside hospital to his home on Ndrth
In any city .in America. Our service
-tMANTED-Two unfurnished rooms
tucky avenue, was asked by G. W.
Twelfth street. Dr. J. W. Pendley
1.-second to none. sad the best itt thie
with private family, with meals. Old
e'en. who purchased the claim
stater; that Mr. Roeder is now out of
(t'ontinoed from page one.)
.
city. Palmer Transfer Company.
phone 1596.
front Miss Lander.
danger.
--If you want a Dice lawn bow
WANTED--Stnall
horse
Mr.
'Claude
Johnson
and
was
Injured
buggy,
Subscribers inserting want ads In one"
Brunson's lawn gram seed., .Flower night Mrs. Gunnels told' Greening to yesterday by stepping on a nail whtle DIES AT THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
Salta Filed.
tbat lady oaii" drive. Apply 542
gnat street.. ,
HOSPITAL.
seed that grow. Brunson's Flower hi•ep In the barn, for the couple, who at work at his residence on Madison
Suit was fli
n circuit court by 'The Sun will kindly. remember that
she said were a professor and his
Miss Zola Gob
Shop 529 Broadway.
roprietor of a
1111 such
are to be paid for wheat --FOC RENT--Dwelling, Kentucky
wife from Los Angeles college. which street.
4
applying
liners- stare on
dwav against the the ad la flaawrted, the
- Cameras. Cameras. Cameras, and
James
Wheeler,
Mr.
son
amome neer Fourth street. L. S.
of
Hol.
.11t nnie was to attend, would upend
to
American Rap
tompany for $188.
kodak supplies of all kind: at R. D. the
"In
Mrs
and
°a
Wheeler,
°
Charles
has
K.
aall
'
ist
DuBoll.
Young Woman Passes Away at
night at the bowie and would ria
the value of two packages of milliIIJOSTA pair of polec-eiegiassee.
rClements & Co.
won the Wilson medal for the best
quire Greening's bed room
Lowes--Helated to Pedncah
rIlttSISHED room for rent, modnery alleged to have been bet in Retern to 512 South Eighth.
Straw and Panama bats cleaned.
composition on English literature at
ern
People.,
improvements;
722 Kentucky
Three at one killing se
transit between New York and Pathe Episcopal High school at Alexguaranteed-. New York Shine Parlor.
etilt heating &act elem./00d etas avenue.
.-in- the
morning. Cieeniog saw andria. Va. It is the highest medal
s 40s le Broadway.
437.
Levin.
nothing of Jeanie nor the man and
WANTED--Six energetic girls beawarded by the school in that branch.
him of our exterminator will
A
FOR RENT-Four 'room house on rween the ages of 10 and 12 for
wife and
by Mrs.
was informed
.4.
Martian'. Licenses.
Mies Sallie Grasaham hae returned
rid '11P11r home of those mean roaches,
Mri. Mary C. Brian, 19 4ears aid,
Clay street near lithe' Ilittlf,„Bre11.1 yeettsing purposes. Apply
(lenses' that they had left on an to her
720 HarJ. W. Hicks and Hattie Belle.
home at Salem, after visiting died at the Illinois Centre. hospital
Dare or rats. 'Your money bock If It ear)'
train, taking Jennie along. This Mrs. C. E. Purcell,
OVEiiiitRigEt-TheIrallitir
-. OW risen.
512 Clark strett. last night at 11:3 ilo'clock.. She had
d.esn't. Kainleiter, the grocer.
•
body. which is now declared to be
phone 2559.
Deeds Filed,
FOR SALE-Beautiful Steigway
Dr. T
Phillips. of Dycusburg, been ill for many weeks, mad besides
- Mr. Harry coigns. One of Padu_
that of the woman, was takes from was in the
F. M. MeGlathery to Charles RutRING 304 for cab. New phone. piano at bargain to avoid shipping.
city on business.
her husband. W. J. Brian. she Leaves
cah's meet popular singer-v. mid Mr.
the same bole as that of Jennie OlAddress Marcella Dubois, Gen. Del.,
Mrs. H. A. Futtrell. Mr. and Mrs. her parents. Three sisters and one tee -property in McGlathery addition, Long's Cab Line.
Osvon Tuliv, another of Paducah's sen.
and in that hole also were the R. H. Willingham.
,
and Miss Etta brother are also left. Her body was $1 and other considerations.
FOR SALE-A 1-horse delivery Paducah.
furoree and popular piano players.
bodies of Ole
itudabere of Iola..WI:limas= lett today'for
TeKE
Clovis, K...4111111.111111 Guy Nance & Son's and this
CLEANING and
ure new connected with the Kozy the- Wle, and the
wagon cheap. 216 Washington.
remains of a male per- , M.. where they will probably make
,In Pollee Court.
pressing to Solomon, the tailor, 522
afternoon at 3 o'clock the funeral
ater. Mr, ,Collins will ping the itlus- son, The theory
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FOR
Hechtin
now advanced is their home.
ties
court
docket
in
police
The
.
, Broadway., The man who does good
and burial took place at the Wilson
trated 110114:11 at night performances that. Mrs. Gunneats may
Flats, 511 Adams.
have, on the
Mr. and Mrs Charles Holeeseb .._.s-try, on the Benton road. Mrs morning wets: Drunk-John Thurwork and protelatle Old phone 5I3-a.
...illy. (rent,7 to 10:90. gum freest blekt that Greet/ling slept in
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gentle
tot:Wale
NICE
'lilt
the barn, have gone to Kuttawa to reside. Mr.
Brian Was a member of the Methodist man, colored, II. and costs. Breach South Fourth.
MeKinney w:11 s'ng illustrated Wings murdered
AGENTS wanted to handle bluing
not Only Jennie Olsen. but Holcomb will engage in the commisehurch and a woman wee loved by of peace-Will Moore, colored. $29
during -.fee-neon terforntencee, anti also the man and woman.
and starch polish in city and vicinity.
FURNSHED rooms for light house:,
- nd costs; Floyd Harris and Emma
sion business.
her friends.
ale) en e,• apecialty during the Inter.
Apply to Francis Brown, 1212 HampThe disappearance or Jennie Olsen
Turner, Floyd fined $:',0 and costs keeping; 313 Madison.
Mrs. T. H. Scott. of Boas. Mn.
at night. Patrons of this
ton avenue.
as well as the couple, occurred in Frank Gilliam of Mayfield.'ad Mrs.
Arthur
Emmat
Beasdismissed:
and
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RW/T-Three
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house,
Mims Lacy Smith.
imiel'ar theater are :imputed the very
FOR RENT-Two houses, 6th and
September, 1iO4. while Budsberg J. H. earls, of Tampa,
1030. Monroe street. F. M. Flatly.
Fla,. are
..t io songs and musle. and by home
Mica Lacy Smith, of Lewes. Graves ley, colored. $20 and costs: Hannah
Adams. and one at 431 South Sixth.
was disposed of In May. 1907. His guests of Mrs. J. H. Davis. or-"Noitt
Perigren
Smith,
left
open
and
and
Ida
UNFURNISHED
room
rent,
for
talent. Mr. Louis Farrell never overcounty, died yesterday and will be
Sewerage connection. Ring 2791
looks Ito. opportunity to give OW best body was nearer the surface than the' Fourth street.
burled Wednesday afternoon at 1 both recognized: John Hart. colored. 1309 Jeffersop street.
old phone.
other three and his could have been
and
Herbert
$30
Weitnell
and
costs;
and alwaya patronize home talent. the last
Mrs, Sallie Morro* and daughter. o'clock from Mt. ('armed church. She
FOR RENT-New five-room flat,
FOR SALE-Two handsome, wellplaced In the bole. •
Every employe belongs and livid In
Miss Flintily Morrow, have returned was 22 years old and much admired Boss Sergeant, continued until May Seventh and Broadway. B. H. Scott. broken family horses. One
•
carriage,
Watch
Mystery (leered,
Paducah.
from Memphis, where they visited in her community, 0ounty Attorney 26. Malicious aboother-Boas SerFOR SALE-One rubber tire opes one 'phaeton, One cart, single and
The nostery surrounding the watch Mr. Robert Morrow.
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until
geant,
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26.
Aiben Harkiey is a cousin of Miss
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1*. re eronotnies )1;014.
runabout, nearly new. H. W. Rankin. double harness. A. J. Decker.
found o robe person of Ray lam-1
Mr. Herbert Torrence has returned Rrir!th, and Mrs. John Burnett, 311
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FOR SALE- -Belgian hares, cheep
he was arreoted was
FOR BALE-"--One rubber tire open
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The police are watelling for the recent
HIEGARTY. plastering J. W. Agnew. Shop 709 South Fifth
issitAlviK
his parents. dt Murray.
captain Tom Gisein. of No. 2 pie-e as one owned by his
throughout Japan have just become contractor: Prompt attention
brother.
to job- street. All binds of fixture and other
Mr. A. J. Wilson, cashier of the men who poised the hoglis cheeks on
fire Neaten, began his vaeatkon of a when be left home, lAnsphere Feld
known In detail and are summarized
carpenter wor.k.
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business
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at
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Murray,
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title timeline
as follows:
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o-p digk and'
the Central station. returned to work watch.
hauling,
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MOVING,
FOR
congerrative,
The Sel) ukal. or
chair; if you act quickly. Cost $711.
Mem Helen Alcott, I114 Jefferson men left the city Saturda night and
his varat.on In tbe
se' r
party ele/ted 190 members. the Pro- picnic wagon, call 705. Both phones.
The bodies of the Devon unidentiOnly used a very short time. Don't
left at noon loday for Dur- did not give the patrolm n a chows.
tit y.
fied dead will be buried lathe pot- street,
gressives 77, Independents 53. Daidos George Rock.
let this slip. It's a snap. Can be
to make an extended to arrest them. Mr. (.'ore Katterter's field. The body of Jennie Olsen ham. N. C.,
37 and the Yukokal 27. The cotni LAWN MOWERS sharpened 'lipid seen
air No. 6, Yeti= building.
John says the signature does not reThe liveable ••••-see •
has been turned over to relatives. alsie
mercial Internet's have a- largely in- adjusted at John Greif's, 31ii WashMrs. N. S. Walker, of Dyersburg. mmble les writing at all. It Ls be- creased representation, which,
SALE--One 14 horse-power
Ole Budsberg's body was shipped to
with Ington street.
Tenn., Arrived this morning to visit lieved there were three men Working
gasoline engine, Franklin make. SuitIola. Writ.. for burial.
the aid of the pledged Independents
horns
alhoolaa,
J. Z. HORGAN
able fur gasoline boat. Newly ov,i.rCoroner Mack Is still holding the her pareots, Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Orum. the checks, as three-strange men Were and Sel)ukal wt.i command an absogeneral r•frairlag. ribber_ Ursa. 44t
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CEMETERY WORK give, twelallt
Mrs. M K Scott and Mr. Will Scott
cording to the evidence produced, are
WANTED-For U. S. army: Aolethe bodies of Mrs. Gunnesis and her Italetroving at his borne on South going on. It is almost impossible to of Fourth and Mouree streets. left attention. Joseph Mattektie_ ie. at
bodied unmarried men between age-s
Mr. Boone was able to and out bow many business Men did this morning for St. Mary's Ind., to the cemetery.
childr'en. They will be held until Sixth street
if IS and 35; citizens of the United
CITSRPENTER contractor. Prompt
Coroner Miek flies him formal ver- move his right leg and arm this after- cash the checks as many of the biters attend a piano recital to be given by -Loon, and his doctors have gone nre keeoing quiet.
attention to repairing. Call E. al itates, of good characte- and temper.
dict.
Mies Gertrude Scott.
ste habits, who can speak, read arid
hopes that he will recover in a short
Moore. New phone 528.
Good I•rosteete Made,
write English. Men wanted for
White.
KENTUCKY BOY'S N.SME.
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BICYCLE REPAIRS-Phone
The Laporte fount). grand Jeri
Anntilsolls. Md.. May 19. -The aufir. V. A. Stilley. of Benton, is in
pimpes. dandruff and new phone, and we will call for and service in Cuba and the Philippines.
Eczema,
heard the stories of a ;ember of
For inforrhation apply to Recruiting
thorities of the naval academy have itching skin diseases are of local
the fifty today on Imminent,
deliver work promptly, Welted &
witnesses in the Gunners carte, excels
Officer. New •Richmond House, PaMr. and Mrs.
J. lift•die. 1039 announced that Midshipman Eugene,origin and are caused by Fertile In Hurii, 126 North Fifth'
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'Noah. Ky •
Monroe street, 4e the parents of a E WIlson. of Seattle. Wash., a mem-:order to cure
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of Lamphere. In the event that he Is
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girl baby.
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take
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not
year when it IS easiest to
Mrs. James Itger, Mrs. Vernon winner of the handsome sword pre- driven to the surface of tnhge skin andgood, shady, plenty water and more
Of the 12 teachers who took the •
term of court, according to the eaBlythe and her gdftt. Mrs. John DI- sented annually by the class of 1871 destroyed. Salves and Create' lotions grass than 140 horses can eat. Aapply examfuetions for county certificates
eradieate ell trace of threes.
gseetation of those connected with the
745.
Roof.
Phones
'John
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Ion, of Hickman, left for St. Louis for general excellence in gunnery.. I may give temporary relief, but they
sett- Pride. and Saturday, 19 were state and defense. Prosecutor Smith
in lit.' dog's p3strui, with a
Midshipman William E. "Lee, of do not destroy the germs that cause! GET OUT that old suit of last year successful in securing first-demi sinlast night to visit this week.
imid that he was willing to let it go
Captain James Koger will leave to- Owenton, Ky.. also one of the grad- the digest'''. A St. Louts chemist has and have it cleaned and pressed by nitrates, 10 received pecond-class In-!
few dotes of these standard
over until fall.\
night for Kansas City to attend the uates, will have his name engraved dirovered a clean vegetable liquid Junes Duffy, South NM% near Broad- three failed entirety.
remedies. We have an inTeeth Are Fomed.
general conference of the Presby- upon the trophy recently presented remedy that will draw the germs and way. and It will look like new.
Laporte, Ind.. May it
The geld terian church.
by the Sons of the Revolution. Each their poisons to the surface of the
new and one see
tere•ting little hook which
teeth, which Mrs. Gumless la known
Mr. F. B. Smith will leave tomor- year the name of a midshipman who skin and destroy them, leaving a nice, 0nd-hand fireproof combination safe.
to have had In her nsouth were found row for Dover. Tenn., to visit his sla- Is selected as the most proficient in clear, healthy skin. This remedy Is
lit all about dog diseases
Paducah Printing and Book Binding
The ter. Mrs. Edward Walter. whose hus- gunnery will be added to this trophy.'known as gem°. and by its many re- company.
'n the ruins of her home today
d how to cure [them; We
Oentigt identified them. The
Supband. Edward Walter. 68 years old, Lee is a member of the naval aced- markable cures has attracted the atIFilehlT-Ten room d weI II ng.
FORors for the *eking. Clayenter says that fact establisher' that died yesterday. Mr. Waiter was for emy rifle, team, and won the hell- tentIon of the leading scientists and
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street.
Trimble
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plies,
Mashe Is dead. LA miptier• will be te- 40- years a prominent merchent of virtual championship at ramp Perry. skin specie:1sta of this country and
'a dog remedies are sold
Including water. Apply M. J. FriedMeted thlit. week
Dover, Tenn.
0 , last year.
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chines,
etc .
:nen. 1.28 South Third.
I usi vel y
Beano has been given she most cor11th7T- Two front ogles
FOR A card.
Rags Mere Hunting,
JOE MAY KILLED.
dial reception by the public of any
rooms. between Fifth and Sixth 05
To the Women as Well as Men or
of rags back similar remedy ever produced. and it
ot4c)
iArm
small fire
titrock Ity lightning Near Renton ,ir a house on gPeOtid
owned is recognized as an hottest medicine Broadway. will be vacant May 37. H.
F. Singleton. Phone 119.
If von have no life Insurance, buy
by the lengstaff-Orme company. that makes honest cures.
suraday.
Rome if you have policies, buy more.
frame
Reston. May 19 -While shucking caused kti isMrtn to tn. turned In
!emit is for gale everywhere. You
Hs you can't have too much of that corn in his stable for stock, late from box No. 32. Third and Adams can obtain a trial package free by residence,residence, southeast corner of Sevkind of ft good thing. Patronise your Sunday afternoon, Joe Mar, aged 35 streets, last night at In o'clock. Corn- writing to the E. W. RO8E MEDI- enth and Monroe. Apply to P. L.
Scott, 330 North Ninth street.
own home *Kett that spends his earn years, a tenant on th• farm of Pete Pliny No. 1 and the truck from the CINE CO., St. Louis, Missouri.
lugs In your own home town. less Eley, two and ono-half miles north- No. 4 station answered the a'arm t
FOR SALE-A4 a aarysta. aevewMr. W. J Gilbert has seeired the
Ith and Broadway
advertisement in another column.
west of here. was struck hy light- and extinguished the fire with • few agency for Zees° In Paducah and will room slate roof twee piglet bOnse.
ike
Respeetluily,
ning and instantly killed
A fierce buckets of water. Heys saw the fire gladly show you proof of some or the Lot 551 fcs, on Witter:4th street beWILLer Mose I. et,
M. B. NAgH.
thonderatorm was raging at the and wanted to see the department -wonderful cures made by MIR re tween Monroe and Madison. MU 115
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I Will You Ever Do
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
Anything But Pay Rent?

NEWS OF COURTS

Old Sol Shines Bright
SOLARINE

11

• ts *The Standard Trust Company
Capital Stock $500,000

a. all I p. a.

RAILROAD NOTES

Price

15c Up

I

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.

MAIDEN NAME

MARY C. BRIAN
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Dog Remedies
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...FOR...

Rubber Stamps and
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iilbert'sDrugStore
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-c •
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HOUSE PASSES
Why Overheat Yourself?
SEVERAL BILLS
Mil
Voider Snowfall or Biles and
P4i6mfr
Much of your summer
pleasure depends upon having
a cool and comfortable kitchen. Why not be prepared for
but days before they come?
Ask your dealer to show
the New Perfection Wick
Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove.
It's a wonder.
Does the work of your big
range in every particular, but
has this greatadvantage over it. that it never heats the kitchen Tim

is• Tine Allowed.
Widows of Bottom Who laiscovered
Mosquito Theory at Vetiow revive
Allowed Annuity.

6/finking of
FLOOR_

COVERINGS?

•

Then Why Not HaVe a Better (Quality
for Less Money?
Perhaps You Need New Hangings. We Can Also Save You Money
If there is anything you need in Carpets, Rugs, Matting., Linoleums, it
will be greatly to your advantage to imestigate our special showing this week.
The selection is unlimited, of quality the best, while our prices are at their
lowest.
We are doing the largest business, because back of our quality, stands 22
years of successful dealing.
Linolearns 50c to 98c square yard. Inlaid $1.25 square yard.
Floor Oil Cloth 25c, 39c and 35c square yard.
Crex Rugs. all sizes, specially priced.

Curtains and Portiers
This showink of Curtaias and Portiers this week surp isles all our former attempts. We have at cured special bargains from the manufacturer and will also
offer them to you at much less than regular prices.
_____

......

TOBACC
O NEWS
_

l

I

Good workmanship
first-class Material
SQL/01E DEA11N6

N‘lashIngton, May 19.- The passage by the house of the geueral de
ficiency appropriation bill, carry lug
au
appropriation of 317,368.572
marked the completion by that bod•
of the great supply measure's of the
government. The bill was put through
under suspension of 111:06 with no
time allowance for general debate
Several measures were passed by
unanimous eoneent. Including a joint
resceution providing for the pa% mint
of an annuity
for life of $125 a
nioeth each to the widows of Surgeon) James Carroll and Jesse IA
Tear. United States army, In recognition of their discoveries in connection with the trausmission of yellow
fever by mosquitoes.
I. the eraser.
The enote he.d a short legislation
session sear v half of which was consumed by Senator }Iry bun in a filibustering speech &galleon the eonference report da the bill to increase
the homesteads on non-Irrigable laud:
from 160 to 320 acres. which he de• cued would apply to the richest
farm land in Idaho. After proceeding for an hour the- objectionable report was withdrawn.
Seaaior Ballary. of Connecticut.
,vpoke in favor of passing his bill to
authoriz.• the president to re-enlist
the negro
soldiers of the Twentyfifth infantry and declared that if
possible he would secure action on
It during the Present session.
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
Tar and (1uschalagaa
For the complete cure of Cough*.
Celda. Asthma and Bronchitis and all
Lung complaints tending to Consumption, Liters-cwt. Tar and Wild CtsciTY.
have for ages meatained an established reputation as a standard Cough
Reinedv. It «intalus no opium or
harmful drug: can be given with
safety to children. Price $I 00. sold
by druggiat
Vi tam. M Cg. ('o .
Props.. Cleveland, 0.

Mr. John Riba, c..
- trivviiie,1a.. 'eV's
"I have been selling DeWitt's Kidney
and Bladder Pills for about a year
and they give better satisfaction than
any pill I ever sold." Sold by al'
druggist..,
I). W. Whiten Misters. RAM
I,
W'hitis, a ear repairer en
ployed at the Illinois Central sh•
and who liv4z, at Twelfth and Teen.
eee streets. is the latest *ntry into
rate for the DemocratIr nom.ne•
fel' city Jailer
Hir will hove
strong follow!nx.
Beauty may be only skin deep, hut
has more value than most other
kinds of (overings.

It

Dr. Stamper
nENTIST
Fraistilty Build* -

Ron 205

Extracting Teeth and Plate
Work a Specialty.

I

wo* mem)

makes summer days endurable. Think of preparing a meal in less time than you'd do it on
the coal range, and then sitting down at table
with the family-not overheated, but entirely
comfortable.
That is the way you will do when you have

a "New Perfection Oil" Cook-Stove in your
kitchen. Made in three size,; fully warranted.
If not with your dealer, write our nearest agency.

RVio Lamp

is•center draft lamp
of crest illuminating
power. Large font bolds oil for several
hours' harming. Free from all objectionable features-a
eplemild family lamp. If oat with your dealer, write oeg
nearest agency.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
amserpereasaj

200,000 PLANTS„
The

largest

atobortelsent

'2.1,toot, pl..nts at
from.

le•isi

of news and

than 3 c. •

in

plant*
p

I 3".

,

i t”

1 ..

see us before plat ing your order.

SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192.

Chicago's Great European hotel

The Virginia
Absolutely Pummel.

•1.

,
*
•

'4

late& $1 50 sat up

isasasat and 14•Marettat 11..te.. la the moat
art ot t
v -sear the Late. t
raring to beautiful
rk Sisters, if...tunas+•harinutir It It all•n m440 Ir.
Nueth
beautiful statuary and r•thantral 11••s•
Stlado.1asei '
aishavt nut aide 10.4=11. stasis or ets•uite Large bright I
Hall. with Avast alviae
Ferry cnorientenre that ann.'
11. most reacting paten* liar mouth from sty atom,
r
restful quiet, yet attain tea tallaUt••• WILLI, 01 business
St t ars 12 al.n Is mower , in a niiinte• take you In the •h,,re
,
A hr.
!..,`

•
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pint district, Imelda, an Wadies ta.aer"W. s.
•

•aa
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SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It
a great deal chewer to place annual subscriptions to several magazines at the same t.me and order them all together from
N. than it is t.t. I.P4) : he same Magazines singly or subscr.be to them
Combination club offers are now made by which subortukratelY.
scribers to several magazines an secure bargain prices.. sometimes
getting three or four magazlnwa for th• price of one or two. rsubterr.ptions may be lent to different addrearee. If desired, and may begin with any month. Let as know what magazines you are tallMg 1:101, or what magazines yoa want to take next year, arid we will
quote the eombiaatioe prior. .owIai saris( to be allectad.
11.AMPLII BARGAINS.
MaitaxIne $1.60
..111.00
CosniOgolkaa
or American
Hose Ilaganloo .. -1.00
Reader Magazine.... 1 00
ll000seg
....1.00
Metropolitan......1.10
er Alasfloan
or World Today
11 00
or Wornan'• Homo Companion
All for gods°
91.09
All for WOO, Ralf Pries
Week's Inter ()owan
Reader Magaztgo ...33 09
arid F.. flier. , SI 00
Rerten of Raytown) ..3.11
Al, c9A's Magazine .. 10
I with pa t torn
or Outing
or Ainstereo
Home Magazine.... 1 00
Sroart Sot
$6 II
$'.10
Roth for pi.no. Halt reit.
All tor 111.23. Halt Price
Home Magazin. ....St 00
Desigrer
..50 60
McClure'.
..1 60
(with fashions)
or C-01•11141Tel'Itita
Ccereop.,:itan
.
1 00
or Ame-icau
Reeder Magazine, .. I 00
or Success
- --0
52 10
II 50
Moth foe $1.68
All for $2.60

I.

or

t#•

Complete SehocriptInn Catalogue, with beautiful Ilat.ison Faber
cover, listing all niagazinest 1fln ly and in clubs at lowest rates,
sent
you free on receipt of postal card request.

Central Magazine Agency • • Indianapolis. Indians.
The liohis-Merrill Company.

FIRST CLASS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES

W. F. Pastas,
l'rendeot.

R. Rudy,

HAWLEY AND SON
Uric PlItS1
100

417-421
letterset $1.

P. Parfet",
Assistant Pa•hi,r

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
!sear wire re

Them are the toundatlirns upon
which we are building RUCCetia.
Our horses are groomed to the
pink of CA ondltion always and our
equipment the best, yet our
prices are extremely reationahle.
Next time you want, to Lake a
drive, just call

ED D. HANNAN I

Fine

C-7

Wick Blue Flame OP Cook-Stove

sweet_

35c to $1.50
75c to $13.50

0

NEW PERFECTION

MEASURE

Republica's Consinietee.
Mayfield. Ky.. May 19.-The Repubioan county filetsitultii-ei niet at tt.e
court house Monday and reorganlxid
the coo :.t official% for th• next four
years. Mr Mason was temporal-.
ihairman
Gus C. Ca-man was es,•
retary, and 11 L Anderson tressur
elect e(ia.rman of the Reoublican rutin
ty committee f•.r the Relit four y• ars
jewsl S Tao lor was eleete,1 treasurer.
There were 22 member,' of the committee prevent and yoted. All in peace
and harmony in the party ranks now

_
!good condition sold at firm prices, sponding week of last year. 2,411 In Common
lugs • ..
7.006
7.50
but goods in poor condition were 19106 and 2,437 in 1905. From Jan. Medium logs
7.756 8.50
slow sellers and going prices were uary 1 to date sales totaled 68.853 Good lugs
8.500 9.50
easier. The offering* of air-cured or hogsheads. against 64,319 in 1907, Common leaf (short)..9.5O(
10.40
Louleville Tobacco Reliew.
nondescript dark weed were poor in 87.052 in 19416 and 65.820 In 1905. Common leaf
10.0106 144.50
Louisville. May IV-Business in i quality and condition. Manufactnr- Of this week's total 209 hogsheads Medium leaf
.. 11.000 12.00
the local leaf tobacco market is at a ling and rehandling grades met with were new Burley. 644 old Burley. Good leaf
12.006 13.00
:193
I
new
and
dark
603
old dark. Of Fine and selections
low ebb. This is the dull seasOh, but an indifferent demand and prices
13.00614.00
the
1907
crop
there has been sold in
owing to the peculiar situation in the were
irregular
and
oceasionally
IRehaisdling.
trade business is unusually chill. It slightly lower. Lugs and low leaf this market to date 63.133 hogs- Good lugs
$8.006 $8•60
appears that about all the tobacco met with poor demand and going heads, against 64.455 of the 19/6 Common leaf (short)
4.006 8.50
not pooled has been disposed of. The prices were as a rule at outside quo- crop to this date last year and 70456 Common leaf
8.756 9.50
of
the
1906
crop
to
this
date
last
fpk's weather
was favorable for tations. New dark lugs figured in
Medium leaf •
9.500 10.25
farm work and reports from the dark the private sales to the amount of year and 79.962 of the 1905 crop to Good leaf
10.506 11.00
this
date
in
1906. Receipts this Fine leaf
district indicated considerable activ- 50)3 hogsheads at prices satisfactor•
11.506 12.00
week were 585 hog-heads. against
ity in the preparation of the soil and to the seller.
N. B.-Coseund or defective
in
1.762 in the like week of last year condition,
itt transplenting.
length or color. or mixed
Sa:e111- Jiy auction for the week and $14 la 1906.
packages, from le to 3c lower.
Little fired dark export leaf and amounted to only 50.2 'hogsheads, but
0111cial Quotations.
lugs 'were offered. The condition of private sales totaled 1.244. and the
The following are the revised quothat offered vAs poor, but the quality total of all was 1.816 hogsheads,
Weekly Report.
tations of leaf tobacco as compiled
averaged fairly well. All grades In rsompared 'filth 2.132 in the (orreThe following is rho report of the
by the committee on quotations of
ltTobaceo Exchange
'the Louisville Leaf Tobacco exchange Louisville Leaf
•
for the week and year to May 15,
T HE
'for the week ended May 15. 19081
1908, as furnished by R. B. Green,
19013-t-topr.
the secretor):
t
Mfg.
Trash (sound) ... • • 47-000 $7.50 Auction sales
562
BER
Private sales
soidium.60,.riNv
Common lugs
1.244
7.500 6.00 Total
for the week
1,846
Medium lugs
.0
010
8.000, 9.00
A
January 1 to date
,+•*+
68.853
.Good lugs
.... 9.00610.00
CLEAN SMOKE common leaf Ishort1.7. 940010.00
Week.
Year
Year 1907
2 132 64.319
common leaf
10.00010.50
FOR CLEAN
Year 1906
2 411 81.952
Medium leaf
10.500 11.50
Year 1905
PEOPLE
9.437 65,x20
(,lood leaf
11.50 012.00
Week'. stales.
'Fine and selections
12.006 13.00
Burley
450
Export.
he only saiiitary pipe
Dark
996
Trash (sound)
97.00647.50
Common lug*
not a freak
7.11•• 8.00
Total
.1,816
Medium lugs
8.0061 8.50
Hake January I to Date
For sal• at
,Good lugs
8.5060 9.50
Burley
4; 505
BOND,' DRUG STORE,215 Broadway 'Common leaf Olson).: 9.00 ft 16.00 Dail(
33.348
Common lee
10.00010.50
Medium leaf
10.75011.75
Total
- Good leaf
..118,1453
-ft4*(11,3.00
Sales to Mame Date
Fine and selections
11.611015.00
1907.
19146
1905
Ilehandlitsg.
21,478 21.846 17.9117
Common leaf (short) 99.006111.50 Dark
Common leaf
9.50010.00
Holed Iona.
Medium leaf
10.1400 10.54)
1908. 1907. 1905.
Good leaf
10.50011.00
252
line leaf
79
11.00012.00 Rejections . . .. 11$
Ilnee hulls sip the bargee, 1111111111ring tvu•inenit in Western 14~
Percentage ...
23
12
1907 Crop.
Jan. 1 to date.5,726 8,047 9,351
Mtg.
ky. My object Is to make it terser. Fetimatele free.
Receipts.
Trash (green or nehted)116.00t• $6.60
1908. 1907
1995
'rush (ateprol)
1.506 7.00
This week
681 1.762
iliirrion Inks
814
7.000 7.60
Medium logs
7.750 8.10 Jan. 1 to date..5.6.908 50,767 60,629
(I eat lugs
8.506 9.419
common leag (short). 8.500 9.00 PM ewe. sprains braises burns rissussalis
lied att other pains, use
elean'a Voleaule
Common test
0.006 10.00 Liabssest. r•tral sold in IRK still Use mine
resuay
is
Mil Vinod Mr ass ot
Medium
. 10 00010 50 besot. VW • toe. and NSA.
leaf
Steam Fitter
(lond I f
11.00012.00
ad eeleetkn
12.80 i 3.75
"Take home a box of candy or a
1.t 2 1142Uth I'
III: It 11 Pilt pima. .2()1
'th9t.
Export.
bunch of lowers tonight."
Trash
gr'n or raised). 96 110 099.6*
"What tor? I'm sober "-1.ouie6 604067.00 91110 Courier-Jouralik

FREEMAN
PIPE

HEFICIF:Nel

(leave*

Curtains-

Swiss, per pair .....
Lace, per.. pair

THE

Jr

)

Third eiirssi Itrondwety.

City Depositor);
Capital
Nurplus

Stale Depository
Ilino,noo

iflor,
kiiiiitirneg liability

WWI°
10t1.10(11

Total

security to depositors
g230,otio
Areonnts of hail% ighsals and firma 'soli( tied.
We appreciate
small so well as large olcisiedlcse, and ae. oral to all Ilie
mime coUrteone
treat

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOS
ITS
itATIlliiittr NIGHTS FROM 7 TO a
OTTIAXTE.

1

•

OOD LARK'S
POSITIONS KIDNEY
GLOBES
TUESDAY, MAT le.

4

mweb •

•

tir

Art backed by rhea
glees
(iengett,, 1300.000.00 capital, and IS
IfUl
twine
secure imminent u utter
fettlentablo
km$ or refund tuition.

BOOKKEEPING
pro pi mit I,kll,

w ee

• 1

;I:1;
:
;
r: li
ItrIrtnria
Ia
accepting
trit•olit. tt.it hp teaches Mort
hool.keepitig lit 'IliftEt. months than Hwy
SO In SII. bran III can convince YOU.

SHORTHAND
7!`nrn.3.4kgtti
:
1
(Naurt
Reporters
Write the system of Shorthand DraUghor,

tanchea, homage they know It Is'flit last ,
CATALOGUE and booklet •fidlii)
'FOS
Leern Telegraphy?" which explain all, caa
ea Or Mite Jet). Y'. Intsuoilue,Presideat

Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder D13ea3e3.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE

Two doses give relief, and one box
will cure ai y ordinary case of Kid
ney or bladder trouble. Removee
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
lei al... Math lit HAW
Seminal
Gravel, cures Diabetes,
Lame Back,
(Incorporated) PADUCAH. 314 Emissions, Weak and
Broadway, or St. Louis or Nashville. Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
thed Kidneys and Bladder in both
nien and women. Sold at 60 cents
per bex on the no cure no pay basis
by MePherson's Drug store, Fourth
and Broadway, sole agent for Paducah, or sent by mail upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine Co., LouisAGENCY
ille, Ky,

DRAUGHON'S
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

NO ACTION TAKEN
ON STREET PAVING

FIRST TIN IN
Stomach Muscles
in Old Age
EIGHTY YEARS

Boatd et Councilmen May Meet

M ot he r lbu reIi Inv t. .4 Meth

odimt

Again This Week.

Pr.a....tantto.

Pillsheers I'onferenut. Gives whole
guemion into Rand. of COM'
ellittee.....-1 ?JIM of .t111.

Elagillerr %Inn. Be. Elylpiternd
III tire Department—No Iiis.
eleseety coattail

AN

OAK GROVE CEMETERY WORK.

ENTRUSIASTU*

WEIAOME

CITY LOSES

People should be more and more care- t"UNTYV JUDGE AGAIN GIVES
JUDGMENT FoR T.tICEs.
tut, as age advances, to see that their
bowels nitsve regularly. in this way they.
can keep themselves in good he.ilt h and
prolong life. The bowels are not as active in middle-life and old age as they ,enother Suit, Inv:siting Wharf.(*mare in youth, and with the niajority there
elery and Market House,
is a tendency to const moot ion of a chronic
Goes Up.
and obstinate nature.
To ward off the possibility of serious
diseIses use Dr. Cildwell's Syrup Peplaxative compound.
greats.ited
horbtetiteuseofeusflytte.
s
i!r,is,eo
tiii*c
e %at':
Judgmenr wan rendered in roUnty
pie /scum It Is prompt but gentle in action,
and does WI work without griping or weakening. court :.e.sterday in favor of the state
Sal,the eiee.Witil mits. purgative waters /lad against the city of Paducah for taxes
rattlartic tablets. These should not be used by
chiutrrn, women. old MIL, or weak people be- on the wharf, market house and
CaeSe they are too violent.iu actiou atvi oriental (.,met pi-) property for the year 1907..
stile. Yuri hermere. Unt results at.. tem porary
as niseiion seta in and the bowels are bound UP 'rile court assesses the wharfage at
were th143 ever.
A remedy like Dr. Cold weirs Syrup Pepsin is S50.0011. market house $2e.e00, unvery pestle in settee and yet thoroughly erne- sold lots in Oak Grove Cemetery
tire, and as It contains tonic properties, it s_eeeeee,
and in Jackson Hill cemeaneuirthens the .,stem mated ni weakening it.
The results are permanent. becaave gradual. and
at ti:i,une. The 20 per cent
use
use
•
away
with
eanin
l u a shoo time do
t Y.ewt. ichte genes rttionfiMagistrate C.
se all iasastvee 11 will cure the most
MAIM. bilTchist v
coast
•
flatulency. sour stomach. wc4k stomach.
▪
Wasting. drowsinem atter canna and gm:nether a added. Judgment 'already has been
stomach. liver and bowel troubles.
I
To prove bow elective It ts In serious eases qidered ,for taxes on the same propthe experienee of Mr. arnistrorm of Decatur. ere' for five years preceding HOOT
He
suffered
from
a
gumhot
can be cited
end appealed to the circuit court,
'
had
iarreissrawnhaks1:.ceseur
ver where the judgment of the courty
tiebe
elbo
vilww
sdiroth
"
ri vaina
drdauertu
be
sineet°
lal"4".orHe
Rays worked
"'"ao
rfougid
'' a IP Itell• The cases will
%A.'S
whiiih
near anythinguse
so aeffective.
le Debts
,
.as Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pels,n• Try probably all 70 to the court of
t. e price la au ppea:s.
sayothazyriar
..e.
,giTh
iiandvouggo
cenus orti a ttwc

Pittsberg. May 19.—The genera:
The word "lieenmed" must remain
conference of the Methodist ProtestIn the Ord!nanee creating the position
How inany American women in ant church in session. here has so far
o; engineer fer the etemner at the No.
nely homes to-day long for this taken no definite action on the ques2 fire station. The board of pollee
conie into their liven;and tion of amalgamation with the other
and tire comatiessioners has had much blessing to
to utter these words, bet denominations. The whole question
0.
trouble in getting an engineer with to be able
because of some organic derange- Is being considered by a committee.
userine licenee to take charge of the
happiness
is
denied them. The overture from the Methodist
ment this
engine. while niany competent enEvery woman interested in this
gineers have been turned down, be- subject should know that prepara- Episcopal church asking the Methodelst Protestants -teeeeturn to its fold
maternity is has' considerably complicated the
AND WORE& cause they did not have a licensee tion for healthy
MN
by the use of question
thiv ItI,tle frir °Limon's* Councilman Mayer brought in a reso- accomplished
Vita
of consolidation of the Meth
diwearem.intlamisim. et.
W I ie bee,.
the board of commission0........
..
Ir.itatioo• or sit-envious lution from
odist Protestants, United Brethren
that "licensed" be
,
of in u r i.iii• oiritutirroor. ers requesting
ae`'......er
Those msligte to tr., Dr. Carlhewer laweette rs,,,law mid aot aorta.
and Congregational denominations,
well's Syrup Nene helere NY- \Veen food seems to nauseate take..
stricken from the ordinance, and
EVASSDettlealCs, sent or einto040a.
jag can lure a free sample Irdtie sent to tree borne by
which
originally
the
queswas
chief
011111111ATI,1
MOM by Deleallkokei Counciltrisne-Miryer- made-the-euotion
T41, offer iii, prove that the ie.dol. Take Kodol now and until '
the
company.
acolreaurld
Mrs. Maggie Gilmer, ot West tion beffire the conference here. I
ay met In Mem wrselelsh
IL il. a.
remedy wki do as we ciaim. arid is only operl to Mose IOU know you are right again. There
it
before
the
house.
In
rd
er
to
bring
by eahreee, swesaid. tel
for it it yrs hoe any
Union,S. C.,writes to Mrs.Pinkham: _The committee from Baltimore, who save Deter like' ft. Senabowel
el al. or a Mutt.'$2.75.
disease. Goitiost en't any doubt about what it will do
imer or
Symotaras of
The vote was unanimous to retain the "I was greatly run-down in health
tanalita mai ea sisasran T
including Senator John P. Dolliver, of yet most effect re laxative for children, omen vet old and you will find the truth of them
word.
from, weakness peculiar to my sex.
folks. A searrateed, permaaant rleffle cure. INC
Iowa. was given a most euthusiastic PUBLiC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good and Sere statement verified after you have used
It has been discovered that there when Lydia E. Pinkham'• Vegetable
welcome here and the presentation as DR- CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product -Kodol for a few weeks. It Is sold
in no city ordinauee for dnorderly con- Compound was recommended to ma. It
Mare Profit 'warded ha 17, Wattmetwi, O. c.
not only restored me to perfect health, of the formal overture was followed
here by all dreggists.
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
dine, end last niat ('nuneelman Van but to my delight I am a mother."
• by a scene such as is seldom wit107Caldwell aids., Monticello, Ill.
Meter proposed an ordinance coverMrs.Josephine Hall,ofBardstown, nessed in church. Addresses of comIt Is always safe to be sorry for '
"My talker bad hem a safferee frees Melt headarbe ;leg this misdemeanor with the request Hy., writes:
mitteemen, to all appearances had
-the self satisfied.
kor the last twenty Gee years .1.4 a•ver Mime any that it be refereed to the ordinance
"I was a. very great sufferer from the effect - of making many of the cisitin of dancing, card playing and
relief until he h•gio •aklew peer l'am•aret•. Sin,.
FREE
be bee bele. lahlter tbweanne be has ...ter hod oommittee, which will meet tonight. female troubles,and my physician failed
Protestant delegates stop certain other words from the para- Kodol completely digeets all class55
ake beadiest.,. TS.y bee, entirely cured him. While Judge E. H. Puryear was °c- to help me. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- Methodist
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST. easeerete 4.. what you
to conlsider whether it would not be graph. By a decisive vote the com- of food. It will get right at the trouthen. to du. g
Compound
not
only
table
restored
me
court
inthe
bench
In
police
will rite Yoe the ori•ileire or arise tin new.' ruise-trig
better to reunite with the parent mittee on state of church decided to ble and do the very work itself for
CAR, Sera or irleptoor for it.
Lig I.,
itestaer
W•leemia•Pette.lad. stead of Judge I). A. Crow, it was to perfect health, but I am now& proud
body than with the other two de- recommend to the conference that the stomach. It is pleasant to take.
mother."
discovered that the city had never
nominations.
the paragraph on amusements re- Sold by all druggists.
passed the ordinance. There is no FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
It was the first Invitation from the main as it now stands and thus negaPhases 835.
FRATERN'TY BLDG
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkstatute for the misdemeanor.
mother church in the eighty years tived the recommendation . of the
A blonde wig is also fair bet false.
The requite from the Est* Tennes- ham's Vegetable Compound, made of separation extended to the seced- bishops.
PADUCAH. KY.
roots
and
I
from
herbs,
has
been
the
fransee Telephone company that the
ers.
dignitary
of
A
high
the
Methstandard remedy for female ills,
chisee which was offered for sale a
and has positively cured thousandsof odist Episcopal church said that there `Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup doe- All the patent medicines and
ST. LOUIS at TENSIONS= RIVES
short time ago be offered for sale
women who have been troubled with are seventeen different Methodist de- not constipate. but on the other hand
vert;sed in this
again was referred to the join; raildisplacements,inflammation,ulcera- nominations in the United States and es laxative principles gently move the toilet articles ad
PACKET (1OMPANY.
".iii, telephone and telegraph commit- tion, fibroid tumors,
paper are on sale at)
that if the Methodist Protestants can bowels. Children like it. Sold by all
irregularities,
Ineortverated.)
Piero,sat Psi%tab ie. Fr-4.ot. Tsese fined. Deflect. tee. lion..(haritY. _K. .Wheeler was
Yew., St. area. W•aa•o or lin tn,
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•
Fourth and Broadway.
—
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'The Itreistes Aus 10e a Week.
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•
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Discipline- Will Stand.
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EDGAR W. WEITTEVORE
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REAL ESTATE

LYDIA E.PINKHARCS
VEGETABLE COMPOWN

FREE TEST

HEADACH

City Transfer Co.

NEW STATE HOTEI

1

LaTrance We Clean Carpets...
SHOE0rWOMEN

thouroughly CLEANED

New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works

CLIP YOUR HORSES

Rose Plants for 2c'

LIVERY CO.
TH
.
E TULLY
,,oc..rimrated

Early Times

Jack Beam

ECZEIVIA

KILLTHe COUCH

Dr..King's
New, Discovery

FOR Co
°

C1

I

IIENR1 MARREN, JR.

The purest whiskey made. It
has been stored for wars in
charred oaken barrels, at an
even temperature, and has a
uniformity due to perfect aging. Bottled in bond spring
1900. Sold everywhere.

•••••rardb. -*SA

•4CIlt MORT

THE

TVESDAI, Mi I IV.

‘DUCATi EVENING SUN

Mai( $a1e
)3 to 23

Laq 6ale
to 23
54

have inaugurated for this week a great May sale of seasonable merchandise all fresh, new goods-- from which you
W E can
buy at prices much below the ordinary. We are conducting this sate all over the house, making it general in
order that everybody will he interested. No matter how well supplied you are, you can certainly find something you
want and can buy at the prices we are offering this week. We mention a few of the many exceptional values. Each day
to give added zest to this sale we are giving two hour sales daily 10 to 11 and 3 to 4 o'clock respectively. Make it a
point to attend these; they are doubly oney savers to you. ; .
.*
•• • •• • • • •• •• •

Aree-Atractive Jilk prices
75c Va1ue4 for 49c

`One Yiour 6pecia1,1 Wednesdaq
Jo to )1
3 to 4

10 pieces Plaid Silks, in all new effects. exceptional 'values
41Ie
at 75c, regular price, for

10 dos Ladies' Silk Glevea, all colors, Wick
and white, a glove worth o $2 00, isi button
length. clam" fastener. double finger
tips, for DOS period at...
I.

$1.25 and $1.00 Value 79c
35 pieces Fancy Silk, the newest patterns and best quality.
all the most attractive combinations and colOrs Inc ludlcg
1.35,
Regular $1.00 and
airiPes, plaids, cheeks, etc.

$1.50 and $1.25Values 96 c

Choice two patterns White Lace Curtains, 354
verde long, SO inches wide, worth $1 fit) pair,
for this period,
pair......
:mods's. Issdiea' Silk Dose, lace boot, garter top,
.1sest quality, all sizes and all colors, regular
price 62 50: this period
at

90c

Cce one it Togo Art Rugs, size 24'50,
worth $1
thus period

10 pieces Fancy Taffetas, and Rajahs, brown, blue tan and

at

green combination.
The motit desirable silks of the season, $1.50 and $1.25 value at
98c

89C

$1.59

35e, ticticn
25 pieces Cotton h4uILLg
skirts, suits, etc.. choice

dinall Rugs

2 doz. liliox block Sailors—Milau and Chip
— $ 1 .50
3 doz. $400 and $4.50 Milan and Chip shapes..---$ 1 .50
1 doz. $12 and $15 Patterns, your choice
$7.50
We base just purehased a drumm-es saniple line, the first two
item• were in the purchase, and only in this way were we able to
make such remarkably low prices.

316 feet Velvet Rug, w•olli
$3.50, speeial price_ $2.75
2'i15 foot Axminster Rugs,
Wuith 12 50, tzpecial..$2.1

21r4. irardeq
21aq 5ale

•

19e

u st,,pes.. Leeks and fancies, for
selection

of

patterns,

mummer

weight. worth 35e, for

lee

25e dilk 9fsgham 17c
100 pieces Silk Gingham, 27 and 28 Inches wide. in stripes
and cheeks, all colors. Including many browns

tans.

sad

Very desirable wear. choice patterns. 25c values for....17,

35e 41(anka1tan okirtingd 16e
15 pieces Stanhatan 8hIrtlegs, the ideal cloth for the new
mannish shirtealsts

*caul' Reduced 9rices on dummer 24il1inerq

Second

39c

I.-idles' Night Gowns, made o L .ng Cloth and
Nein/toe. high or low neck, long or short
sleeves, trimmed in embroidery, lam, tucks.
etc : regular price $1.50: this period
at..
I.

79c

for

litidoz. Ladies'(bract (luvera, made of Maratha, Natiewok and Long Cloth, trimmed with
fancy beading, ribbon*, etc. This Is a sample
lilt we Isiught cheep, worth Si and 75e,
and sell fur this period, each.................

chree Attra.tiveVottonValues

Of

suits, worth 35c. for

lee
III•

White *odd Attntetireht firiced

dkirt Waist Sox
dpecial
Beautiful

mitting

eovcred

50 pieces White Litton. good quality.
fie pieces White Linen, sheer quality, splend.d salve....

•

4

*Me
......Sc

special
.

25 pieces 40-inch White Litton, good quality, smooth
for

p
1 7ixee 5
.f_e_r_y_
_..1..
30

oilkoline dpedal
25 pieces Fancy.Silkoline, in all

colors,

best quality

10C

apish.

:Ife

value

25 pieces Mercerized Chiffon Cloth, piettfest of the seasoa for lingerie
See
vsatett and dresses, launders perfectly. 3:cc value

•

le pierce Belgrade Union Linen iiulting. white only, 36 inches wide. .fur
ler
ch: dren's dresses and skirts

/f loor

2lati dale

•

•

an Increase of ill to lois monthly.atid the plotters and observers wi"
Gto to W 11..nchwo and othrr 12.
fon: clairilitera. Mc ritle. Virgle an
tvelope. The schedule shows that,get the top notch of it
t.1 R veterans-. of whket organisation
Aldie (freer sad Mrs. Grace Atktas
the privates in the infantry, cavalry . About the only way the soldier,
'HcCuity Is a meniber
All househo'd furniture Is gives In
Ile had been
and coast and field artillery will re- can best the game and squeeze ',
Sot. ()reser :sod the books at the
la lemate of the Old **leers' Dotage
ceive title month instead of $13 a !Uncle Sam's purse is to get killed in
at Dayton, Ohio, and on • furlough
!bowie to Aldle.G.reer. He !eaves Go
auks
Oval to rallio,Oth, aireolre br got oi•
SHOWS INCHE sl-ls .14x oltDiNG month. While the band private will: the fight or die from disease. In !FILED Fon 1•ItoBVII: IN (IDUNTV foully Bible to his wife sad children (.4.r.r. ED
draw $24 a month from the tressurY• either esent his belies or assigns will
. .•
Ont of a life insurance policy for/
tenth, spree. He admire Ihat he was
TO PROFil'11.:Nt'I.
ri.E.%1124.
„
.
The new schedule which increases ; get his pay for six months.
$3.1100 the RUM of $2,000 Is to be
I. st.letAsir en sieliritim tremens. and
the wages In all departments. shows
paid te Mrs. Greer and 51.000 to
1 --aol that he doe, not recall what he
the signal corps band. and the toast
'was dotes. lie my* now that repotI Aldie Greer. of Atchison, Ras. Hie '
WILL STOP AT
tattle Sam Offers Indsacentents for artillery corps are the best paid.
Greer y,. fl 1411•Asiftter Emote law library and office furniture are J. F. McCarty. tarns Velem@ of Civil l able citizens-- whore wool .he would
master electrician and the chief' Idmiecil
:ske, weecost being's's oath Is-oohed
Xnlisted Hen to Improve to
Ito be sold and the proceeds used to
War. IOW! OW liboutrobs
.teeording iii Terme of Te%taAo-rry .treentis Invitation of
musician receive,$75 'a month. which I
lea) his debts. The will provides
Soldierly Qualities.
!against Wm and he must hare these
IADoll Northeott.
meet.
Sorer.
Is the highest scale for enlisted men.t
ithat all sloths and bonds and real
!insm what ft.-v wok' he del, lett be his
Melbourne.
May
19.—Admiral
The regulations provide $4 a month
li-tate other than home pare is to
no oodles-0os of It.
Perry conimander of the Amerb-an
:
additional for each subsequent en-it
be sold and proceeds divided equally
The siid volillers got busy In hisi be.
The man behind the gun in Uncle listment to all men receiving more l!attleetip fleet that is going aronhd
The will of the late Judge W. D. anioag hni wife and daughters. Mrs.
Th• Kevitte-kt Slate Journal says: half, and Gov. Cc* thousht that the
Sam's army must acknowledge the than $36 a month, and $3 a month the wend, has esisled his acs-eptrince Greer was filed for probate. In the 'ItInuinia Greer and his daughter. Vit.Shortly befsire laytng down- the !old v• t had waved about bong ensisogh
supremacy of the man wh-a--bests-therger-wii-iiren re.-ishw -tees- -than- 4311.
tho--iiiviteeless-of-beed---)4eirtheett. county c'erk"s i,iee, -By
We-. aro wit -a-s necittirffi of the .teTdUor orate Saturday attertoswo. to Ito rere hen oThWliliTng. and he witl
drum, on pay day at least. In the Men qualifying as marksmen get $2, torc-rrear-general of Australia, ty bins. of the instrument the home at Firth will.
'eters to his home at Maysville, (Art- !Probably r,
:urn" to the toque at Daylatest army wage scale our Uncle a month extra, as sharpshooters 113.i -If and the other flag offierre of tiv. -Ind Madison streets is bequeathed to
ing Gorernor Cox gnoited a pardon to
Sam shows his relative appreciation expert riflemen - $5, first class gone,'
t, to stay at government hOlise hit, wife, Elnionia A. Greer, and his'
Place your orders for wedding J . F. Meearts. who, was r•iitte.necd to
of the man who does the shooting. ners $1. second class gunners $.2..c1er.ng their %aril to Sydnee. The ar- two daughter's. Virile and Myrtle,lInvitations at home
1,...Disenoar; t"" For house members. door plaice.
serge, two )foo, .13
The Sun
and of the man who does the tootingiThe gun pointers. gun commanders„irarigeole.nes for the receptien of the , for their oe'-eupancy. Should they
howing as great an aasortment as for housrbooking. Ile had been in bra•• •••Ddita. brass and alsomintim
by giving the private who only fights •chief-wointers and the chief loaders fleet both by the federal and state au fail to occupy the plaice Jointly it is' you will_ find anywnere, at
prices preen
ri-hecks of all k nds, rubber type sign*,
a raise of $2 a month, while the man and observers will have the good for-, thoritice are making good procreate- to he sold and the proceeds divide.' much lower than you will have
to
e pardon
a
ontg)
eifiirtir
teetn
)arin
t7vnta
hliserered !markers. See The Diamond Stamp
I. ass out the martia' Oct.. get.. two.. to get $7 additional a month, at Meibetiene and Sydney.
!equally among Mrs. Greer and his pay elsewhere
through the efforts; of Cept. V.4 tear- Wotks. 115 South Third Ptie ,
../1111111MINWMINNINIMM.

ARMY SCALE

GREER WILL

I

FOR COMRADE

I

A

Ladies' Gold Filled Watch Given Away Free Tomorrow,
Wednesday Afternoon, 2:30. Special Sale for Ladies
•

'Ft

()1 ;1'

Every lady presenting this coupon
at our store tomorrow, Wednesday afternoon, at 2:30, will receive a ticket
on the Gold Filled Watch to be given
awayi---16ar5ure and bring this coupon
with you.

THREE SALES DAILY I
10:30 it. flu.
2:30 P. tile 7:30 p. Ill.

JEWELRY AUCTION! JEWELRY AUCTION!
This great sale gives you a chance to make choice from our entire
stock of fine Diamonds, Watches, Cut Glass, Solid Silver, Rogers'
Silverware and Solid Gold jewelry. This is not an auction stock,
brought here for the.sale, but our own splendid line of goods.

POLLOCK,The Jeweler,BROATWAV
spagammiwas
11111111k

-Tell Your Oroc;or to Send l'clu

thiiig[ILA

BRADLEY'S NEW PROCESS CREAM MEAL
W 11 not heat -or Must. You shall know it by its whiteness.
R 0S. Paciu‘;ah Kentucky
Manufacturefl Daily by
B R AJD
1k •

"
Mr.....•••2411k

•

a.
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